


CSS Style Sheets 


Cascading style sheets (CSS) is a very simple and straight
forward language for applying styles to XML documents. 

Most of the styles CSS supports should be familiar to you from 
using any word processor. For example, you can choose the 
font, the font weight, the font size, the background color, the 
spacing between paragraphs, the borders around elements, 
and more. However, rather than being stored as part of the 
document itself, ail the style information is placed in a separate 
document called a style sheet. A single XML document can be 
formatted in many different ways just by changing the style 
sheet. Different style sheets can be designed for different 
purposes - for print, the Web, presentations, and other 
uses-ail with the styles appropriate for the specific 
medium, and all without changing any of the content ln the 
document itself. 

Netscape 6.0 and later, Mozilla, Opera 4.0 and later, Safari, 
and Internet Explorer 5.0 and later ail implement sorne (but 
not ail) parts of the CSS specification. Earlier versions of the 
major browsers, while perhaps supporting sorne form of 
CSS for HTMl documents, do not support it at ail for XML 
documents. To make matters worse, they ail implement 
different subsets of the specification, and sometimes don't 
implement the same subsets for XML as they do for HTMl. 
1'11 try to indicate where one browser or another has a par
ticular problem as it cornes up. However, if Vou find that 
something in this chapter doesn'twork as advertised in your 
favorite browser (or in any browser), please complain to 
the browser vendor, not to me. 

What Are Cascading Style Sheets? 
Cascading style sheets (referred to as css from now on) is a 
declarative language introduced in 1996 as a standard means 
of adding information about style properties, such as fonts and 
borders, to HTML documents. However, CSS actually works 
better with XML than with HTML because HTML is burdened 
with backward-compatibility issues. For example, properly 



supporting the CSS now r a p property requires eliminating the nonstandard but 
frequently used NOWRAP element in HTML. Because XML elements don't have any 
predefined formatting, they don't restrict which CSS styles can be applied to which 
elements. 

A simple CSS style sheet 
A CSS style sheet contains a list of rules. Each rule gives the names of the elements 
it applies to and the styles to apply to those elements. Consider Listing 12-1, a CSS 
style sheet for poems. Listing 12-1 can be typed in any text editor, saved as a text file, 
and called somethlng like poem.css. The three letter extension .css is conventional, 
but not required. 

POEM display: block } 
TITLE display: block; font size: 16pt; font-weight: bold } 
POET display: block; margin-bottom: lOpx } 
STANZA display: block; margin bottom: lOpx } 
VERSE display: block 1 

This style sheet has five rules. Each rule has a selector- in this instance the name 
of the element to which it applies - and a list of styles to apply to instances of that 
element. The tirst rule says that the contents of the POEM element should have a line 
break before and after it (d i spla y: bloc k). The second rule says that the contents 
of the TI T L E element should have a Une break before and after it (d i s pla y: b10 c k) 
in 16-point (font - s i ze: 16pt) bold type (font -wei ght: bo l d). The third rule 
says that the POET element shouid have a line break before and after it (di sp1ay: 
b1ock) and should be set off from what follows it by 10 pixels (ma rgi n bot tom: 
10 px). The fourth rule is the same as the third rule except that it applies to STAN ZA 
elements. Finally, the fifth rule simply states that each VERS Eelement also has a line 
break before and after it. 

Comments 
CSS style sheets can inc1ude comments. CSS comments are similar to C's 1* *1 
comments, but not to the <! - - - >XML and HTML comments. Listing 12-2 
demonstrates. This style sheet doesn't merely apply style rules to elements. It 
also describes, in English, the results those style rules are supposed to achieve. 



1* Work around a Mozilla bug *1 

POEM { display: block J 


1* Make the title look like an Hl header *1 

TITLE {display: block; font size: 16pt; font-weight: bold }

POET {display: block; margin-bottom: lOpx } 


1* Put a blank line in between stanzas. 

only a line break between verses *1 

STANZA { display: block; margin-bottom: lOpx }
VERSE 1 display: block } 

CSS style sheets aren't nearly as convoluted as DTDs, or Java, C, or Perl programs, 
so comments aren't quite as necessaryas they are in other languages. However. it's 
rarelya bad idea to indude comments. They can only help someone who's trying to 
make sense out of a style sheet you wrote. 

Attaching style sheets to documents 
To really make sense out of the style sheet in Listing 12-1 or 12-2, you have to give 
it an XML document to format. Listing 12-3 is a poem trom Walt Whitman's Leaves 
of Grass marked up in XML. The second !ine is the xml styl esheet processing 
instruction that instructs the web browser loading this document to apply the style 
sheet found in the file poem.css to this document. Figure 12-1 shows this document 
loaded into Mozilla. 

<?xml version-Hl.O H?> 
<?xml stylesheet type-Htext/css" href-"poem.css"?>
<POEM> 

<TITLE>Darest Thou Now 0 Soul</TITLE>
<POET>Walt Whitman</POET> 

<STANZA> 
<VERSE>Darest thou now 0 soul.</VERSE>
<VERSE>Walk out with me toward the unknown reg;on,</VERSE>
<VERSE>Where neither ground is for the feet nor 

any path to follow?</VERSE> 

Continued 



</STANZA>
<STANZA> 


<VERSE>No map there. nor guide.</VERSE>

<VERSE>Nor voice sounding. nor touch of 


human hand.</VERSE>
<VERSE>Nor face with blooming flesh. nor lips. 

are in that land.</VERSE>

</STANZA>

<STANZA> 


<VERSE>I know it not 0 soul.</VERSE>

<VERSE>Nor dost thou. all is blank before us.</VERSE>

<VERSE>All waits undream'd of in that region,


that inaccessible land.</VERSE>

</STANZA>

<STANZA> 


<VERSE>Till when the ties loosen,</VERSE>

<VERSE>All but the ties eternal, Time and Space.</VERSE> 

<VERSE>Nor darkness, gravitation. sense. 


nor any bounds bounding uS.<IVERSE> 
</STANZA>
<STANZA> 

(VERSE)Then we burst Forth. we float.</VERSE> 
<VERSDfn Time and Space 0 sou!, 

prepared for them, (/VERSD 
<VERSDEqua7. equipt at last. (0 joy! 0 fruit of all!) 

them to fulfil 0 souT .<IVERSE> 
</STANZA> 

</POEM> 

The type pseudo-attribute in the xml -styl es heet processing instruction is the 
MIME media type of the style sheet.lts value is textl css for CSS and app li cat i ont 
xml for XSL. 

XSl is discussed in Chapters 5, 15, and 16. 

The value of the href pseudo-attribute in the xm l -s ty les heet processing instruc
tion is the URL, often relative, where the style sheet is located. If the style sheet can't 

be /ound, rhe browserHif//useilsde/au/tsOIes.b~/Hls/é'dd 



Darest Thou Now 0 Soul 
Walt Whitman 

Darest thou now 0 .oul., 
Walk out with me toward the unknown reBion, 
Where neither ground is for the feet nor any p.th to follow? 

No map there, nor guide, 

Nor voiee sounding, nor tooch ofhumon band, 

Nor face with blooming aosb, nor lips, are in that land. 


l know il not 0 soul, 

Nor dost thou, an is blank before us, 

AlI waits undrearn'd of in that region, !hat inaccessible land. 


Till when the tie. 100.00, 


AlI but the tie. etemal, Tune and Spaçe, 

Nor darkness, gravitation, sense, nor any bounds bounding us. 


Thon we burst forth, wc Hoat, 

In Tune and Spaçe 0 soul, prepared for them, 

Equal, equipt at last, (0 joy! 0 fruit of ail!) them to fulfil 0 soul. 

Figure 12-1: Darest Thou Now 0 Soul as rendered by Internet Explorer 6 

Vou can apply the same style sheet to many documents, lndeed, you generally will. 
Thus, ifs common to put your style sheets in sorne central location on your web 
server where aIl of your documents can reter to them; a convenient location is a 
styles directory in the web server's document root. 

<?xml stylesheet type-"text/css· href-"/styles/poem.css"?> 

Vou might even use an absolute URL to a style sheet on another web site, though 
this does leave your site dependent on the status of the external site. 

<?xml-stylesheet type-"text/css" 

href-"http://www.cafeconleche.org/styles/poem,css"?> 


Vou can even use multiple xml- styl esheet processing instructions to pull in rules 
from different style sheets, as in the following example: 

<?xml version="l.O"?> 

<?xml-stylesheet type-"text/css" href="/styles/poem,css·?> 

<?xml stylesheet type="text/css" 


href="http://www.cafeconleche.org/styles/poem.css"?> 

<POEM> 




CSS with HTMLversus.tSSwith XML 
Although XML is the focus of this b061(, CSS stYlé shéètS also work WÎth HlM.. documents. 
lhemain differehces betweèn CSS With HfMl ëlndCSS with XML are as follows: 

1. In HTMl, the elements you can attaçh rules ta are limited ta standard HIMl elements, 
such as P, PRË, LI, DIV, and SPAN. 

2. HIML browsers don't recognite processing instnJetÏôns, so style sheets ate attached 
to HTML documentsusing LI NK tagsinthe HEAD element. Furtherrnore. .per-document 
style rules can be induded in the. HEAD in.a sn LE element, as În the following 
example: 

<L!NK REL=STYLESHEET TYPE="text/C$s" HREF"'''/styles/poem.css· > 

<STYLE TYPE·"text/css"> 


PRE { col or: red } 

</STYLD 


J. HTMl browsérs don't render CSS properties as faithfully as XML browsers because of 
the legaty formatting of elements. lablesare notoriously probJematîc in this respect. 

DTDs and style sheets 
Style sheets are more or less orthogonal to DTDs. A document with a style sheet 
may or may not have a DTD, and a document with a DTD may or may not have a 
style sheet. However, DTDs do oUen serve as convenient lists of the elements that 
you need to provide style rules for. 

ln this and the next several chapters, most of the examples use documents that are 
weIl formed but not valid. The lack of DTDs will make the examples shorter and the 
relevant parts more obvious. However, there's absolutely no reason why you can't 
attach a style sheet to a document that has a DTD. In either case, the style rules 
only apply to the content of the document, not to the DTD. 

CSS 1 versus CSS2 
The tirst version of CSS was thrown together rather quickly and leU a lot to the 
imagination. It was quite limited in what it could accomplish. For example, CSS 
could make an element red but couldn't make it the same color as the desktop. It 
could make text bold but couldn't make it shadowed. The underlying layout model 
only really worked for left-to-right languages, such as English and Greek, and fell apart 
when faced with documents containing right-to-left languages, such as Arabic, or 
top-to-bottom languages, such as Chinese. Many details were insufficiently specified 
and open to multiple incompatible interpretations. Most importantly for the pur
poses of this book, CSS only reaIly considered HTML; it didn't work weIl for XML. 
For example, it didn't provide table formatting because that could be done with 
HTML table tags. 



In 1998, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) published a revised and expanded 
specification for CSS called CSS Level 2 (CSS2). At the same Ume, they renamed the 
original CSS to CSS Levell (CSS1). CSS2 is mostlya superset of CSS!, with a few minor 
exceptions. CSS2 incorporates many features that web developers and designers 
have long requested from browser vendors. Of course, CSS2 fights the same back
ward-compaUbiiity battles with HTML that CSS! fought. However, with XML, CSS2 
can format content on both paper and the Web almost as weIl as a desktop publish
ing pro gram such as PageMaker or QuarkXPress cano 

Ail browsers that can dis play XML documents support CSS Level 2, at least in part. 
Therefore, this chapter focuses on CSS2 exclusively. The distinction between CSS! 
and CSS2 is really only important for older browsers that don't support XML at ail. 

CSS3 
Work is ongoing to produce CSS Level 3 (CSS3). This is currently being developed at 
the W3C as several independent pieces, including the following: 

.. Better page formatting, including running headers and footers, page numbers, 
and automatically updated cross-references 

.. Styles for forms, including input fields, checkboxes, radio buttons, buttons, 
list boxes, and more 

.. Math styles for equations and numbers 

.. Behavioral styles for tasks currently accomplished with JavaScript and DHTML 

.. More accurate color mat ching 

.. Multicolumn layouts 

.. Selectors that operate by element content and relative position in the 
document 

When all of these are done, they'll be rolled together with the existing CSS2 specifi
cation to produce CSS Level 3. However, ifs unlikely that this will be finished before 
2004, and It certainly won't be implemented by browsers in any large way until at 
least 2005. 

Selecting Elements 
The part of a CSS rule that specifies which elements It applies to is called a selector. 
The most common kind of selector is simply the name of an element; for example, 
TI TL Ein this rule: 

TITLE { display: block; font-size: 16pt; font-weight: bold } 



However, selectors can also specify multiple elements, elements with a particular ID, 
and elements that appear in particular contexts relative to other elements. lndeed, 
a selector can be anything from a simple element name to a complex system of con
textual patterns. Table 12-1 summarizes the selector patterns. 

Syntax 	 lIAeaning 

* 	 MatcheS ail élements. 

X 	 Matches every element with the name X; for example, the pattern 
ST AN lA matches ail ST ANLA elements. 

)( y 	 Maime, every element with the name Ythat is a descendent of an 
elément with the narne ~; for exampfe, PO EH VERS E matches ail V E R$ E 
déstèndentsof POEM etèments. 

X > y 	 Matches every element named Ythat is a child of an element named X; 
for example, STANlA > VERSE matches ail VERSE children of a STANZA 
element. 

X + Y 	 Matches ail elements named Y whose preœding sibling is an element 
hâmed X. FdreXâmple. STANlA + REFRAIN matchesevery REFRAIN 
element that Î$ imrnediatelypreœded by a STAN lA element. VERSE + 
VE R$ [ màtches every V E R$ Eelement that is imrnediately preœded by 
anOther VERSE elemelltln Listing 12-3, this matcltes ail verses in each 
STAN lA extept the first. 

X : fi r stehi l d Matches every element named Xthat is the tirst child of its parent ele
ment; for example, PO EM: fi r stehi l d matches the first child element 
ofthe POEM element. In Listing 12-3, this is the TITLE element. 

X[A} 	 MatclteS ail elements Mmed .X that have an Aattribute, no rnèltter what 
its valué; fOr élâtnpfe; AUtHOR[NAMEJ matcltéS every AUTHOR element 
with a NAME attribute. 

X [A =" M" ] 	 Matches ail elements named Xwhose A attribute has the value M; for 
example, AUTHOR[ NAME ="Wa lt Whitma n"] matches every AUTHOR 
element whose NAM Eattribute has the value Walt Whitman. 

X [ A~" •M·] 	 Matches l'III élements named Xwhose A attribute contains a space
sepatatedlist of Mmes, one otwhîch Îs M; for exarnple, AUTHOR[NAME= 
·Wal t"]matchéS every AUtHOR elemént whose NAME attribute has 
the value Walt Whltmân, watt smith, walt Irving, or Irving watt. 

X[A 1 =.. M" ] 	 Matches ail elements named X whose A attribute contains a space
separated list of names the tirst of which is M; for example, AUTHOR 
[NAME 1 "Wa lt .. ] matches every AUTHOR element whose NAME attrÎ
bute has the value Walt Whitman but not those whose NAME attribute 
has the value Irving Walt. 



Syntox 	 Meoning 

X#M 	 Mat~~tty ~_rnents.pamedx.whose.ID 1$ M, as. identmed by.an ID 
tYPèaUtjDûte~ UnfortUnàtetY, th;s seled:Dr does not work propeny for 
XML inmost Web browsers. 

X:lang(i) 	 Matches ail elements named X that are written in the natural language 
i, as indicated by an xm l : l an 9 attribute. 

X:link 	 Matcnesalt elemsntsnaméd xthat are Îl1$ide a fink WAOSè ~tpt has. 
riotyèt beenVislted. 

X:visited Matches ail elements named X that are inside a link whose target has 
been visited. 

X:actfve Matcbes ail ëlelllenls nflmed xthat are èui'rentty selected. 

X:hover Matches ail elements named X over which the cursor is currently 
positioned. 

X:focùs Matches. allelementsnallled x that cùrrentty have the focus. 

Demonstrating these selectors caUs for a poem with a slightly more complicated 
structure. Usting 12-4 shows Shakespeare's twenty-first sonnet. This has both STANZA 
and REFRAI Nelements, each of which contains VERSE elements. The STANZA ele
ments have NUMBER attributes of ID type, as established bya document type decla
ration. The POEM element has a TYPE attribute with the value SONNET. 

<?xml version-"I.O"?> 

<?xml-stylesheet type-"text/css" href-"sonnet.css"?> 

<!DOCTYPE POEM [


<!ATTLIST STANZA NUMBER ID #IMPLIED> 

J> 

<POEM TYPE-"SONNET"> 


<POET>William Shakespeare</POET>

<TITLE>Sonnet Zl</TITLE>

<STANZA NUMBER-"stl"> 


<VERSE>So is it not with me as with that Muse</VERSE>
<VERSE>Stirr'd by a painted beauty to his verse,</VERSE>
<VERSE>Who heaven itself for ornament doth use</VERSE>
<VERSE>And every fair with his fair doth rehearse;</VERSE>

</STANZA>
<STANZA NUMBER-"stZ"> 


<VERSE>Making a couplement of proud compare</VERSE>

<VERSE>With sun and moon, with earth and sea's rich 


gems,</VERSE> 

Continued 
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<VERSE>With April 's first-born flowers, and all things
rare</VERSE>

<VERSE>That heaven's air in this huge rondure hems.</VERSE>
</STANZA>
<STANZA NUMBER-"st3"> 

<VERSE>O, let me, true in love, but truly write,</VERSE>
<VERSE>And th en believe me, my love is as fair</VERSE>
<VERSE>As any mother's child, though not so bright</VERSE>
<VERSE>As those gold candles fix'd in heaven's air.</VERSE>

</STANZA>
<REFRAIN> 

<VERSE>Let them say more that like of hearsay well ,</VERSE>
<VERSE>I will not praise that purpose not to sell .</VERSE>

</REFRAIN>

</POEM> 


The universal seledor 
The * symbol selects aIl elements in the document. This lets you set default styles 
for ail elements. For example, this rule sets the default font to New York: 

* { font fami 1 y: "New York" } 

You can use * instead of an element name in other selector patterns to apply styles to 
ail elements with a specifie attribute, attribute value, role, and so forth. For example, 
this rule makes ail elements whose TY P E attribute has the value SON NET italic: 

*[TYPE="SONNET"] { font style: italic } 

There's only one such element in Listing 12-4, but other documents might have 
more of these, which may or may not be PO EM elements. 

Tip 	 If you are using the universal selector with just one other property specification, you 
can leave out the *. For example, the preceding rule cou Id be rewritten as follows: 

[TYPE="SONNET"] { font-style: italic } 

Grouping seledors 
If you want to apply a set of properties to sorne but not ail elements, list the element 
names in the seJector separated by commas. For example, in Listing 12-1 POET and 
STANZA were both styled as block display with a 10-pixel margin. You can combine 
these two rules like this: 

POET, STANZA ( display: block: margin-bottom: lOpx j 



You can add as many elements as you like. For example, this rule appHes style to 

POET, STAN lA, and REFRAIN elements: 


POET, STANlA, REFRAIN ( display: block; margin-bottom: lOpx ) 

Furthermore, more than one rule can apply styles to a single element. So you can 
combine sorne standard properties into a rule with many selectors, then use more 
specifie rules to apply custom formatting to selected elements. For example, in 
Listing 12-1 ail the elements were listed as block display. This can be combined into 
one rule while additional formatting for the POET, STANlA, REFRAI N, and TITLE 
elements is contained in separate rules, as shown in Listing 12-5. 

U~ting 12"5:°st~~s,j:. 
POEM, VERSE, TITLE, POET, STANlA, REFRAIN (display: block) 

POET, STANlA, REFRAIN ( margin-bottom: lOpx ) 

TITLE [font-size: 16pt; font-weight: bold } 


If the rules conflict, the last one in the style sheet is chosen. 

Hierarchy selectors 
In XML, as in life, what you look Iike depends heavily on what your an ces tors looked 
like. You can individually select elements that are children or descendents of a speci
fied type of element with descendant, child, and sibling selectors. 

Child seledors 
A child selector uses the greater than sign >to select an element if and only if 
it's an immediate child of a specified parent. For example, to apply a rule to VERS E 
elements that are children of STAN lA elements but not to VERS Eelements that are 
children of REFRAIN elements, you'd use the selector STANlA > VERSE. These rules 
make stanza verses bold but refrain verses italic: 

STANlA > VERSE [font-weight: bold } 

REFRAIN> VERSE [font-style: italic 


You can expand this to look at the parent of the parent, the parent of the parent 
of the parent, and so forth. For example, the following rule says that a VERS E 
element inside a STANlA element inside a POEM element should be rendered in a 
monospaced font: 

POEM > REFRAIN> VERSE [ font-family: Courier, monospaced } 



In practice, this level of specificity is rarely needed. In cases in which it does seem 
necessary, you can often rewrite the style sheet to rely more on inheritance, cas
cades, and relative unîts, and less on the precise specification of formaUlng. 

Descendant seledors 
A descendant selector chooses elements that are children, grandchildren, or other 
descendants of a specified element. For example, you can specify one style for 
VERSE elements contained in a POEM element and a different style for VERSE ele
ments contained in a BOOK element. To do this, prefix the name of the ancestor 
element to the name of the styled element separated by a space. The followlng 
rules make book verses bold, but poem verses italic: 

BOOK VERSE {font-weight: bold } 

POEM VERSE {font style: italic: font-weight: normal 1 


ln the event of a conflict between two rules, the closer one takes precedence. For 
example, if a BOOK contains a POEM that contains VERSE elements, those VERSE 
elements will be Italie and not boldo In case of a conflict between two equally 
specifie rules, the last rule encountered in the style sheet takes preeedenee. 

You ean even give VERSE elements inside POEM elements inside BOOK elements a 
completely different style that is not shared by VERSE elements inside POEM ele
ments that are not inside BOOK elements or VERSE elements that are not inside 
POEM elements but are inside BOOK elements. For exampIe, this rule makes such 
elements red: 

BOOK POEM VERSE {col or: red } 

Not ail styles confliet with each other. For example, consider these three ruIes: 

BOOK VERSE (font-weight: bold ) 

POEM VERSE {font-style: italic 1 

CHAPTER VERSE {color: red J 


Together these say that every VERSE element contained inside a BOOK element will 
be boId; every VERSE element contained inside a POEM element will be Italic; and 
every VERSE element contained inside a CHAPTER element will be red. A VERSE ele
ment that matches aH three ruIes-one that has a BOOK ancestor, a POEM ancestor, 
and a CHAPTER aneestor-will have ail three properties; that is, it will be bold, 
italic, and red. 

ln Listings 12-2 and 12-4, ail VERSE elements are descendants of POEM elements, but 
not Immediate children. Sorne VERSE elements are Immediate ehildren of STANZA 
elements, and sorne are Immediate ehildren of the RE FRA l Nelement. A descendant 
selector of the form POEM VERSE matches a VERSE element that is an arbitrary 
descendant of a SON NET element. To specify a minimum generation for a descendant, 
you can use the selector POEM * VERSE, which forces the VERSE element to be at 
least a grandchild, or lower descendent of the POEM element. 



Vou can combine descendant and child select ors to find specific elements. For 
example, the following rule italicizes aIl VERSE elements that are children of a 
REFRAI Nelement that is, in turn, a descendant of a POEM element. 

POEM REFRAIN>VERSE { font style: italic J 

Adjacent sibling seledors 
A plus sign (+) between two element names signifies that the left-hand element 
precedes the right-hand element at the same level of the hierarchy. The right-hand 
element is selected. For example, this rule finds aIl REFRAI Nelements that share a 
parent with a STANlA element and that immediately follow a STANlA element: 

STANlA+REFRAIN {color: redJ 

This rule finds aIl VERSE elements that are preceded by another VERS Eelement: 

VERSE+VERSE {color: blueJ 

Applied to Listings 12-2 and 12-4, this has the effect of coloring aIl verses blue 
except the tirst one in the stanza. 

AHribute seledors 
Attribute selectors identify specific element/attribute combinations. Square 
brackets surround the name of the aUribute being specitied. For example, this 
rule specifies a scriptfontfor aIl <POEM TY PE-"x" >elements, but not plain <POEM> 
elements: 

POEM[TYPE] {font-family: "lapf Chancery", cursive 

To distinguish between <POEM TV P E -"x" >and <POEM TV PE-"y. >elements, you 
can add an equals sign (-) followed by the quoted aUribute value. For example, this 
rule only applies to sonnets: 

POEM[TYPE-"SONNET"] {font-style: italic J 

Vou can use a -- to indicate that the attribute value only needs to contain the spec
ified word somewhere within it. For example, this rule italicizes ail PO EM elements 
whose TV PE aUribute contains the word SONN ET: 

POEM[TYPE--"SONNET"] {font-style: italic 1 

However, this would not find elements whose TYPE attribute contains theword 
SONNETS or UN l SONNET. CSS only looks for complete words. It does not look for 
substrings. 



Vou can use alto Indicate that the attribute value needs to begin with the speci
fied word. For example, thls rule italicizes ail POEM elements whose TYPE attribute 
begins with the word SONNET: 

POEM[TYPEI="SONNET"J (font style: italic ) 

This would not find elements whose TYPE attribute had the value "HEXAMETER 
SON NET" , but it would match a POEM with a TY P E attribute havlng the value 
·SONNET HEXAMETER". 

1D selectors 
Sometimes, a unique element needs a unique style. Vou need a rule that applies to 
exactly that one element. For example, suppose you want to make one element in a 
list bold to reallyemphasize It in contrast to Its siblings. In thls case, you can write 
a role that selects the element by Its ID - that is, by the value of its ID type attribute. 
The selector is the name of the element, followed by a sharp sign (If) and the value 
of the ID attribute. 

For example, this role makes the tirst STANlA element, and only the tirst STANlA 
element. in Listing 12-4 bold. Other STAN lA elements appear with the default weight. 

STANlA#stl {font-weight: bold} 

However, there's a catch. To tell which attributes have ID type and can therefore be 
selected by an ID selector, the browser must read the DTD. Most browsers, including 
Safari, Mozilla, and Netscape, do not read the external DTD subset, so if that's where 
the attribute is declared, they won't know that its type is ID and won't apply the 
style rule. Internet Explorer does read the external DTD subset, but it's just plain 
buggy and won't apply this style rule no matter what. Opera also fails to apply this 
role even when the attribute is declared in the internai DTD subset. You're better 
off sim ply using an attribute selector that picks up the attribute by name, like this: 

STANlA[NUMBER="stl"] Ifont-weight: boldl 

Pseudo-elements 
Pseudo-elements are treated as elements in style sheets but are not necessarily 
particular named elements in the document source code or the document tree. They 
are abstractions of certain parts of the rendered document after application of the 
style sheet (for example, the tirst Hne of a paragraph). Pseudo-elements address 
parts of the document that aren't normally identified as separate elements, but 
nonetheless often need separate styles. These include the following: 



.. The first line of an element 

.. The tirst letter of an element 

.. The position immediately before an element 

.. The position immediately after an element 

Addressing the first letter 
The most common reason to format the tirst letter of an element separately from the 
rest of the element is to insert a drop cap, as shown in Figure 12-2. This is accom
plished by writing a mIe that is addressed with the element name and followed by 
: fi rst -1 etter, as in the following example: 

CHAPTER:first letter 

font size: 300%; 

float: left; 

vertica1-align: text-top;

margin-right: 12px 


I N PRINCIPlO CREA\l1T DEUS CAELUM ET TERRAM TERRA AUTEM ERAT 
Inanls et vacua et tenebrae super faclem abyssl et spiritus 
Del ferebatur super aquas dlxltque Deus fiat lux et facta est 

lux et \II dit Deus lueem quod esset bona et dlvlslt lueem ae 
tenebras appellavltque lucem dlem et tenebras noctem 
factumque est vespere et mane dies unus dixlt quo que Deus fiat 
firmamentum ln medlo aquarum et di\lldat aquas ab aquis et 
fecit Deus firmamentum divlsitque aquas quae erant sub 
firmamento ab his quae erant super firmamentum et factum est 
ita vocavitque Deus firmamentum eaeium et factum est vespere 
et mane dies secundus dixit vero Deus congregentur aquae quae 
sub caelo sunt ln loeum unum et appareat arlda factumque est 
Ita et vocavlt Deus arldam terram congregatlonesque aquarum 
appellavit maria et \lidit Deus quod esset bonum et ait germlnet 
terra herbam virentem et facientem semen et lignum pomiferum 
faelens fructum luxta genus suum culus semen ln semet Ipso slt 
super terram et factum est Ita et protulit terra herbam vlrentem 
et adferentem semen iuxta aenus suum lIanumaue faclens 

Figure 12-2: A drop cap on the first-Ietter pseudo-element 
with small caps used on the first-line pseudo-element 



Addressing the first Une 
The first line of an element is also often formatted differently than subsequent lines. 
For example, it might be printed in small caps instead of normal body text, as shown 
in Figure 12-2. You can attach the : fi r s t - lin e selector to the name of an element 
to create a rule that only applies to the first tine of the element, as in the following 
example: 

CHAPTER:first line { font-variant: small-caps } 

Exactly what this pseudo-element selects Is relative to the current layout. If the 
window is larger and there are more words ln the tirst line, more words will be in 
small caps. If the window is made smaller or the font gets larger so that the text 
wraps differently and fewer words fit on the first line, the words that are wrapped 
to the next Une are no longer in small caps. The determination of which characters 
compose the fi rst 1i ne pseudo-element Is deferred until the document is actually 
displayed. 

Before and after 
The: before and: after pseudo-elements select the location immediately before 
and after the element that precedes them. The content property is used to put data 
into thls location. For example, this rule places the string -- between STAN lA 
objects to help separate the stanzas. The !ine breaks are encoded as 'A in the string 
literaI: 

STANlA:after {content: "'A--- -- -- 'A"' 
STANlA:before {content: "'A-- -- -- -\A"' 

Content is the only property a : before or : a fter selector is allowed to have. ln 
addition to including raw text, this can Insert the value of an attrlbute, various kinds 
of quotation marks, or a file found at a particular URL. 

The content property is discussed in more depth in the section on generated 
content in Chapter 14. 

Pseudo-classes 
Pseudo-classes select elements that have something in common, but do not neces
sarily have the same type. Pseudo-classes differ trom regular classes in that they 
select elements based on aspects other than the name, attributes, or content of the 
element. Pseudo-classes differ from pseudo-elements in that they always select an 
entire element, never just a part of il. 



For example, a pseudo-dass might be based on the position of the mouse, the object 
that has the focus, or whether an object is a Iink. The: hover pseudo-class refers to 
whichever element the cursor is currently over, regardless of the element's type. An 
element can even change its pseudo-class as the reader interacts with the document. 
Some pseudo-classes are mutually exclusive, but most can be applied simultaneously 
to the same element and can be placed anywhere within an element select or. CSS 
pseudo-classes include the following: 

.. :first-child 

.. : hover 

.. : l ang 

.. :right 

.. : l eft 

.. :first 

:first-child 
The : fi r st -chi l d pseudo-class selects the tirst child of the named element, regard
less of its type. For example, this rule makes the tirst verse of each stanza bold: 

STANlA:first-child {font-weight: boldl 

:hover 
The: hover pseudo-class refers to elements that the mouse or other pointing 
device is pointing at, but without the mouse button depressed. For example. this 
rule emboldens the STAN lA element the cursor is pointing at: 

STANlA:hover { font-weight: bold l 

The STAN lA element returns to its normal weight when the cursor is no longer 
positioned over it. 

:langO 
The : l an 9 ( ) pseudo-class selects elements with a specified language. In XML, the 
language is specified via the xm l : l an 9 attribute. The following ru le changes the 
direction of ail VERSE elements written in Hebrew to read right to left, rather than 
left to right: 

VERSE:lang(he) { direction: "rtl" J 



Inheritance 
CSS does not require that you define a rule giving a value for every property to every 
element. Sorne properties have default values that are used when no rule is specified. 
Even more importantly, most elements can simply inherit the value of a pro perty 
from their parent element. For example, if no rule explicitly specifies the font size of 
an element, the element has the same font size as its parent. If no ru le specifies the 
color of an element, the element has the same color as its parent. The same is true 
of most CSS properties.ln fact, the only properties that aren't inherited are the 
background and box properties. For example, consider these rules: 

p 	 font-weight: bold; 

font size: 24pt;

font-family: sans-serif)


BOOK 	 font style: italic; font-family: seri f) 

Now consider this XML fragment: 

<p> 
According to the American Library Association, 

Michael Willhoite's <BOOK>Daddy's Roommate</BOOK> was 

the #2 most frequently banned book in the U.S. in the 1990s. 


</P> 

A1though the BOOK element has not been specifically assigned a font -wei ght or a 
f 0 nt - s i z e, it will be rendered in 24-point bold because it Is a child of the P element. 
ft will also be italicized because that is specified in its own rule. BOOK inherits the 
font -wei ght and font si ze of Us parent P. If later in the document a BOOK element 
appears in the context of sorne other element, it will inherit the font-wei ght and 
font - s i ze of that element. 

The font fa mi l y is a litUe trickier because both P and BOOK declare conflicting 
values for this property.lnside the BOOK element, the font fami l y declared by 
BOOK takes precedence. Outside the BOOK element, P's font f ami l y is used. So, 
"Daddy's Roommate" is drawn in a serif font, while "most frequently banned book" 
is drawn in a sans serif font. 

Olten, you want the child elements to inherit formatting from their parents, so it's 
important not to overspeclfy the formatting of any element. For example, suppose 1 
had declared that BOOK was written in a 12-point font, as follows: 

BOOK (font style: italic; font-family: serif; font size: 12ptl 

Then the example would be rendered as shown in Figure 12-3, with the BOOK title 
being much smaller than the body text it's embedded in. 

Vou could fix this with a special rule that uses a contextual select or to pick out BOOK 
elements inside P elements, but it's easier to simply inherit the parent's font si ze. 

http:properties.ln


According to the American Library Association, 
Michael Willhoite's lJad4f'sRoommale was the #2 rnost 
frequently banned book in the U.S. in the 1990s. 

Figure 12-3: The BOOK written in a 12-point font size 

One way to avoid problems like this, while retaining sorne control over the size of 

individual elements, is to use relative units such as ems and exs instead of absolute 

units such as points, picas, inches, and centimeters. An em is the width of the letter 

m in the current font. An ex is the height of the letter x in the current font. If the 

font gets bigger, so does everything measured in ems and exs. 


A similar option that's available for sorne properties is to use percentage units. 

For example, the following mie sets the font size of the FOOTNOTE_NUMBER element 

to 80 percent of the font size of the parent element. If the parent element's font size 

increases or decreases, FOOTNOTE_NUMBER's font size scales accordingly. 


FOOTNOTE_NUMBER { font-size: 80% } 

fumcUy what the percentage is a percentage of varies from property to property. In 
the ver tic a l - a l i 9n property, the percentage is of the line height of the element 
itself. In a margin property, a percentage is a percentage of the element's width. 

Cascades 
There are several ways a css style sheet can be attached to an XML document: 

• 	 The XML document can include an <?xml -styl esheet?> processing instruc
tion in its prolog. In fact, there can be more than one of these. 

• 	 The style sheet itself can import other style sheets. 

• 	 The user can specify a style sheet for the document using mechanisms inside 
the browser. 

• 	 The browser can provide a default style sheet. 



Thus, a single document might have more than one style sheet. For example, a 
browser might have a default style sheet that is added to the one that the designer 
provides for the page. In such a case, ifs entlrely possible that there will be multiple 
rules that apply to one element, and that these rules may conflict. It's important to 
determine in which order the rules are applied. This process is caIled a cascade, 
from which cascading style sheets get their name. 

When multiple style rules match a particular element, the most specific one is 
chosen. For example, these two rules say that verses have a plain font-style but 
that verses inside a refrain are itaIicized: 

VERSE {font-style: normal 
REFRAIN 	 VERSE {font-style: italic 

A verse inside a refrain will be italic because a rule that applles only to verses inside 
refrains is more specific than one that applies to ail verses. In case of a conflict 
between two equaIly specific rules, the last rule encountered in the style sheet 
takes precedence. 

T'II 	 Try to avoid depending on cascading order. Ifs rarely a mistake to specify as little 
style as possible and to let the browser preferences take control. 

If no rule matches a given element, that element inherits its properties from its 
parent. If there is no vaIue to be inherited from the parent element, the default 
vaIue is used. Vou can give most properties the vaIue i n h erit to say explicitly that 
it inherits the value from its parent. However, because this is normally the default, 
this isn't done much in practice. Instead, the property is simply left unspecified. 

Different Rules for Different Media 
XML documents aren't just for web pages. They can be shown on TV screens, printed 
on paper, bound in books, read by speech synthesizers, beamed to Palm Pilots, 
and projected onto movie screens. Each media type has its own customary styles 
and formats. Itallcs don't make much sense on a dumb terminal. A font that's easily 
readable on paper at 300 dpi might be illegible when displayed on a low-resolution 
computer screen. 

CSS allows you to vary styles to match the medium in which the content is displayed. 
For example, text is easier to read onscreen if it uses a sans serif font, white text on 
paper is generally easiest to read if it is written in a serif font. Vou can enclose style 
rules intended for only one medium in an @medi a rule naming that medium. There 
can be as many @medi a rules in a document as there are media types to specify. For 
example, Listing 12-6 formats a POEM differently depending on whether ifs being 
printed on paper or displayed onscreen. 



@media print { 
POEM {font-size: lOpt; font-family: Times. serif 
TITLE { font-size: larger; font-weight: bold; 

font-family: Helvetica. sans-serif} 
} 
@media screen { 

POEM { font-size: 12pt; 
font-family: Geneva. Arial. sans-serif} 

} 
@media screen. print { 

VERSE { line-height: 1.2 } 
} 

POEM. VERSE. TITLE. POET. STANZA. REFRAIN {display: block} 
POET. STANZA. REFRAIN { margin-bottom: 2mm } 
TITLE {font-size: larger; font-weight: bold } 

The tirst @medi a block detines styles that will only be used if the document is printed 
on paper. The second @medi a block detines styles that will only be used when the 
document is displayed on the screen. The screen rules pick a larger font than the 
print rules do. Because computer displays have much lower resolutions than print
ers. it's important to make the font larger on the screen than on the printout and to 
choose a font that's designed for the screen. The third @med i a block provides styles 
that apply to both of these media types. To designate style instructions for multiple 
media types simultaneously, simply list them following the @medi a rule designator 
separated by a comma. The last three rules apply in ail media: screen, print, or any
thing else. 

The browser decides which rules make sense in its current context when it knows 
how it's going to display the document. CSS does not specify an ali-inclusive list of 
media types, although it does provide a list of 10 possible values: 

+ al l - Ali devices 

+ au ra l (continuous, auraI) - Speech synthesizers 

+ bra i 11 e (continuous, tactile)-Braille tactile feedback devices for the sight 
impaired 

+ embossed (paged, tactile)-Paged Braille printers 

+ han d h e l d (visual) - PDAs and other handheld devices, such as Windows CE 
palmtops, Newtons, and Palm Pilots 



+ pri nt (paged, visual)-AlI printed, opaque material 

+ project ion (paged, visual)-Presentation and slide shows, whether projected 
directly from a computer or printed on transparencies 

+ screen (continuous, visual)-Bitmapped, color computer displays 

+ t ty (continuous, visual) - Dumb terminais and old PC monitors that use a 
fixed-pitch, monochromatic character grid 

+ t v (aural/visual) - Television-type devices; that is, low-resolution, analog 
dis play, color 

Some properties are only available with specifie media types. For example, the 
pit c h property only makes sense with the aurai media type. 

Browsing software does not have to support ail these types. lndeed, 1 know of no 
single device that does support ail of these. However, style sheet designers should 
probably assume that readers will use any or ail of these types of devices to view 
their content. 

Importing Style Sheets 
The @;mport rule embeds a different style sheet into an existing style sheet. This 
allows you to build large style sheets from smaller, easier-to-understand pieces. 
An absolute or relative URL is used to identify the style sheets. For example, the 
following rule imports the file poetry.css: 

@import urlCpoetry.css); 

@i mpo rt rules may specify a media type following the name of the style sheet, in 
which case the imported style sheet rules will only be used in the specified medium. 
For example, the following rule imports the file printmedia.css. However, the mies 
in this style sheet will only be applied to printouts and not to screen displays. 

@import urlCprintmedia.cssl print; 

The next mIe imports the file continuous.css that will be used for both computer 
monitors and/or television display: 

@import urlCcontinuous.css) tv, screen; 

The @i mp0 r t directives must appear at the beginning of the style sheet, before any 
rules. Cycles (for example, poem.css imports stanza.css, which imports poem.css) 
are prohibited. 



Style sheets that are imported into other style sheets have lower precedence than 
the importing style sheet. This means that if sonnet.css imported poem.css and they 
declared conflicting rules for an element, the rules in sonnet.css would override 
those in poem.css. 

Charader Sets 
CSS style sheets can be written in a multitude of encodings-ISO 8859-1, SJIS, UTF-8, 
and so on - just like XML documents. There are three ways to specify the character 
set in which a style sheet is written, and they take precedence in the following order: 

1. The HTTP "charset" parameter in a "Content-Type" field 

2. An @charset rule in the style sheet itself 

3. The cha rset pseudo-attribute of the xml - styl es heet processing instruction 
that links the style sheet to the XML document 

Most of the lime, the @charset rule is the easiest one to use because it lets the 
person who writes the style sheet choose whatever encoding is convenient for him 
or her. Each style sheet can contain no more than one of these. If present, it must 
appear at the very beginning of the document and cannot be preceded by any other 
characters. Ifs followed by the name of the character set in double quotes. For 
example, this rule says that the style sheet is written in the ISO 8859-1 character 
set, a.k.a. Latin-l: 

@charset "ISO-8859 1" 

The character set name specified in this statement must be a name as described 
in the IANA registry. The complete list can be found at h t t P : Ilwww . i a na. 0 r91 
assignments/character-sets. 

Summary 
This chapter showed you how to apply CSS styles to XML elements and documents. 
ln this chapter, you learned the following: 

+ CSS is a straightforward declarative language for applying styles to the contents 
of elements that works weil with HTML and even better with XML. 

+ Browser implementations of CSS are imperfect. Extensive testing is necessary 
before publishing a document and its style sheet. 



• • • 

• 	 One or more processing instructions in the form <?xml styl esheet type= 
"textl css" href=" ur 7"?> in the prolog indicates which style sheets a 
browser should apply to the document. 

• 	 Selectors are a list of the elements that a rule applies to. 

• 	 Many (though not aH) CSS properties are inherited by the children of the 
elements they apply to. 

• 	 If multiple rules apply to a single element, the formatting properties cascade 
in a sensible way. 

• 	 Vou can include C-like 1* *1 comments in a CSS style sheet. 

• 	 One style sheet can import another using an @import rule. 

• 	 An @medi a rule identifies in which media the given styles should be applied. 

• 	 An @cha r set rule identifies the character set in which the style sheet is 
encoded. 

This chapter focused on how you choose the elements to apply styles to. The next 
two chapters focus on the styles themselves. You'lllearn about aIl the different 
CSS properties that let you specify borders, colors, margins, fonts, sizes, positions, 
and more. 



CSS Layouts 

W hen a browser rend ers an XML document, it places 
the document text on one or more pages. The text on 

each page Is organized Into nested boxes. Each paragraph is a 
box. Each Hne in the paragraph is a box. And these line boxes 
can contain still other boxes, which ultimately contain text. As 
weil as paragraphs, there may be tables and Iists and other 
items that are placed in boxes and that are subdivided Into 
smaller boxes. Furthermore, the browser can create boxes to 
hold images, pull quotes, and other content that isn't part of 
the normal flow of the page. This chapter shows you how CSS 
arranges text on the page in boxes with different sizes, bor
ders, margins, padding, and positions. You learn how to create 
boxes that are a certain size or that fall into a certain range of 
sizes. You also learn how to position the boxes at particular 
points on the page, as well as how to let the browser do the 
hard work for you. 

Netscape 6.0 and 7.0, Mozilla, Opera 4.0 and later, Safari, 
and Internet Explorer 5.0 and later ail implement only 
some parts of the CSS specification. Earlier versions of the 
major browsers, while perhaps supporting some form of 
CSS for HTML documents, do not support it at ail for XML 
documents. To make matters worse, they ail implement 
different subsets of the specification, and sometimes don't 
implement the same subsets for XML as they do for HTML 
l'II note where one browser or another has a particular 
problem as we go along. However, if you find that some
thing in this chapter doesn't work as advertised in your 
favorite browser, please complain to the browser vendor, 
notto me. 

CSS Units 
CSS properties have names and values. Table 13-1 lists a few 
of these property names and sample values. 



Name Value 

display 

font-style 

margin-top 

font-size 

border-styl e 

color 

background-col or 

background-image 

li st-styl e-image 

line height 

none 

italle 

O.Sin 

12pt 

solid 

1ICC0033 

white 


url(http://www.idgbooks,eom/images/paper,gif) 


url(/images/redbullet.png) 


120% 


The names are aIl CSS keywords. However, the values are much more diverse, 
Sorne of them are keywords, such as the none in dis play: none or the so li d in 
border-styl e: sol id. Other values are numbers with units, such as the 0, 5i n in 
margin top: 0.5in orthe 12pt in font size: 12pt.StillothervaluesareURLs, 
such as url ( http://www.idgbooks.com/i mages Ipa per . gi f) in backg round 
image: url ( http://www.idgbooks.com/i mages / pa per. gi f); and still others 
are RGB colors, such as the #CC0033 in col or: #CC0033. Different properties per
mit different values. However, only five different kinds of values account for almost 
all properties. These five types are: 

• Length 
• URL 

• Color 

• Keyword 

• String 

Keywords vary from property to property, but the other kinds of values are the 
same from property to property. That is, a length is a length regardless of which 
property it's the value of. If you know how to specify the length of a border, you 
also know how to specify the length of a margin, a padding, an image, and a font. 
This reuse of syntax makes working with different properties much easier. 

http://www.idgbooks.com/i
http://www.idgbooks.com/i


Length values 
In CSS, Iength is a scalar measure used for width, height, font slze, word and Ietter 
spacing, text Indentation, Une height, marglns, padding, border widths, and many 
other properties. Lengths are given as a number followed by the abbreviation for 
one of these units: 

Inches in 

Centimeters cm 

Millimeters mm 

Points pt 

Picas pc 

Pixels px 

Ems em 

Exs ex 

For example, this rule says that the font used for the TI TL Eelement shouid be 
exactly 1 centimeter high: 

TITLE {font-size: leml 

Although font slzes are normally specified in points rather th an centimeters, the 
browser will perform any necessary conversion between units. 

The number may have a decimal point (for example, margi n top: O. 3i n). Sorne 
properties allow negative values, such as - 0 . 5 i n, but not aIl do; and even those 
that do often place limits on how negative a length can be. l1's best to avoid nega
tive lengths for maximum cross-browser compatibility. 

The units of Iength are divided into three classes: 

.. Absolute units -lnches. centimeters, millimeters, points, and picas 

.. Relative units-PixeIs, ems, and exs 

.. Percentages 

Absolute units of length 
Absolute units of length are something of a misnomer because there's really no 
such thing as an absolute unit of length on a computer screen. Changing a moni
tor's resolution from 640x480 to 1600x1200 changes the Iength of everything on the 
screen, inches and centlmeters included. Nonetheless, CSS supports five "absolute" 
units of length that at Ieast don't change from one font to the next. These are IIsted 
in Table 13-2, along with the conversion factors between them. 



Inch Centimeters Millimeters Points PieDS 
l7n/ /'00/ /fnH7/ /P.(/ tPÇ 

Inch 1.0 2.54 25.4 72 6 

Centimeters 0.3937 1.0 10 28.3464 4.7244 

Millimeters 0.03937 0.1 1.0 2.83464 0.47244 

Points 0.01389 0.0352806 0.352806 1.0 0.83333 

Picas 0.16667 0.4233 4.233 12 1.0 

Relative units of length 
css also supports three relative units for lengths: 

• 	 em - The width of the letter m in the current font 

• 	 ex - The height of the letter x in the current font 

• 	 px - The size of a pixel (This assumes square pixels. Ali common modern dis
plays use square pixels, although sorne aider PC monitors, mostly now leaking 
lead into landfills, did not.) 

For example, this rule sets the left and right bord ers of the PU LLQUOTE element ta 
twice the width of the letter m in the current font and the top and bottom bord ers 
ta one and a half times the height of the letter x in the current font: 

PULLQUOTE ( 	border-right-width: 2em; 

border-left-width: 2em; 

border-top-width: 1.5ex; 

border-bottom-width: 1. 5ex ) 


The normal purpose of ems and exs is ta set a width that's appropriate for a given 
font, without necessarily knowing how big the font is. For example, in the preceding 
rule, the font size is not known, sa the exact width of the bord ers is not known 
either. It can be determined at display time by comparison with the m and the x in 
the current font. Larger font sizes will have correspondingly larger ems and exs. 

Lengths in pixels are relative ta the height and width of a (presumably square) pixel 
on the monitor. Widths and heights of images are often given in pixels. 

Pixel measurements are generally not a good idea. First, the size of a pixel varies 
widely with resolution. Most power users set their monitors at much too high a 
resolution, which makes the pixels far too small for legibility. 



Second, within the nen five years, 200-dpi and even 300-dpi monitors will 
become common, finally breaking away trom the rough 72-pixels-per-inch (give or 
take 28 pixels) de facto standard thars prevailed since the first Macintosh in 1984. 
Documents that specify measurements in non-screen-based units, such as ems, 
exs, points, picas, and inches, will be able to make the transition. However, docu
ments that use pixel-Ievel specifications will become iIIegibly small when viewed 
on high-resolution monitors. 

Percentage units of length 
Finally, lengths can be specified as a percentage of something. GeneralIy, this is a 
percentage of the current value of a property. For example, if the font-size of a 
STAN Z A element is 12 points, and the font size of the VER SE the STAN Z A contains is 
set to 150 percent, the font size of the VERS Ewill be 18 points. Such a rule wou Id 
look like this: 

VERSE {font size: 150%} 

The exact size in this case does depend on the size of the font in the parent ele
ment. If the parent element font-size is bigger, the font-size of the child element will 
be bigger. If the parent element font-size is smalIer, the font-size of the child element 
will be smaller. 

URL values 
Several css properties can have URL values, including bac kg round- image, 
con t e nt, and lis t - s ty lei ma ge. Furthermore, as you saw in the last chapter, the 
@import mIe uses URL values. literaI URLs are placed inside url ( ). AlI forms of 
relative and absolute URLs are allowed. For example: 

DOC {background image: url(http://www.mysite.com/bg.gif) 

LETTER {background image: url (/images/paper.gif) J 

GAME {background image: url(currentposition.gif)} 

INSTRC {background image: url( .. /images/screenshot.gif)} 


Vou can enclose the URL in single or double quotes, although nothing 1s gained by 
doing so, For example: 

DOC (background-image: url("http://www.mysite.com/bg.gif")) 

LETTER {background image: url (' /images/paper.gif') } 

GAME (background image: url ("currentpositi on. gif") l 

INSTRC Ibackground-image: url (' .. /images/screenshot.gif') ) 


Any parentheses that appear inside the URL should be escaped as \ ( and \) or %28 
and %2C. Otherwise, standard URL escaping rules apply. 



Color values 
One of the most widely adopted uses of CSS is applying foreground and background 
colors to elements on the page. Properties that take on color values include col 0 r, 
background-col or, and border-col or. 

CSS provides four ways to specify color: by name, by hexadecimal components, by 
integer components, and by percentages. Defining color by name is the simplest 
approach. CSS understands these 16 color names adopted from the Windows VGA 
palette: 

aqua navy 

black olive 

blue purple 

fuchsia red 

gray silver 

green teal 

lime white 

maroon yellow 

Of course, the typical color monitor can display several million more colors. You 
can create other colors by specifying values for the RGB components of the colors. 
CSS uses a 24-bit color mode!. Each primary color is stored in 8 bits. An 8-bit 
unsigned integer is a number between 0 and 255. This number can be given in 
either decimal or hexadecima!. Alternately, each component can be given as a per
centage between 0 percent (0) and 100 percent (255). Table 13-3lists sorne of the 
possible colors and their decimal, hexadecimal, and percentage RGB values. 

Color DecimalRGB Hexadecimal RGB Percentage RGB 

Pure red rgb(255,O,0) #Ff()OOO rgb(100%, 0%, 0%) 

Pure green rgb(0,255,0) #OOFFOO rgb(O%, 100%,0%) 

Pure blue rgb(O,O,255) #ooOOfF rgb(oOfo,O%, 100%) 

White rgb(255,255,255) #FFFFFF rgb(100%, 100%, 1000/0) 

Black rgb(O,O,O) #000000 rgb(O%, 0%, 0%) 

Light violet rgb(255,204,255) #FFCCFF rgb(100%,80%,100%) 

Medium gray rgb( 153, 153, t 53) #999999 rgb(60%, 60%, 60%) 



Color 

~ 

pink 

Orange 

DecimalRGB 

~d$~;fO~êl)" . 
rgb(255,204,204) 

igb(255~204,204) 

Hexadecimal RGB 

#FFCCCC 

#FfCCOQ 

Percentoge RGB 

r8~(Ei()%,,4O%, 2Ô%} 

rgb(100%, 800/0, 80%) 

rgb(100%, é,O%,~) 

T", Many people still use 256-color displays. Some people even browse the Web in 
monochrome, especially on handheld devices such as Palm Pilots. Even on more 
capable systems, some colors are distinctly different on Macs and PCs. The most 
reliable colors are the 16 named colors. 

The next most reliable colors are those formed using only the hexadecimal com
ponents 00, 33, 66, 99, CC, and FF (0, 51, 102, 153, 204, 255 in decimal; 0%, 20%, 
40%,60%,80%, 100% in percentage units). For example, 33FFCC is a "browser
safe" color because the red component is made from two 3s, the green from two 
Fs, and the blue from two Cs. 

If you specify a hexadecimal RGS color using only three digits, CSS duplicates 
them; for example, #FCO is really #FFCCOO and #963 is reaUy #996633. 

System colors 
css also allows you to specify col ors by copying them from the local graphical user 
interface (GUI). These system colors can be used with ail color-related properties. 
Style mIes based on system colors take into account user preferences, and there
fore offer some advantages, incJuding the following: 

• Pages that fit the user's preferred look and feet 

.. ~leate:t ac.c.ess\b\\\t)' \Ot usets whose o.e\a.u\t setUngs c.ompensate tOI a 
disability 

Table 134 lists system color keywords and their descriptions. Any of the color 
properties can take on these values. 

System Color Keywords Description 

Active8df'dié~' .:i .', '\~~;~~,;Plt~~~fdéf ~f ttre (umtndy.âetlYe~~; , 
Act i veCapt i on The color ofthe caption of the currently active window. 

~l)~~lorQftl~multfplé?d6cumerit interface 
p_t~ndQW., ' 

Continued 



System Color Keywords 

Baél(~r(ifll)ll 

ButtonFace 

8atto'nHi gh11 gnt 

ButtonShadow 

Buttionle.ü. 

CaptionText 

GrayTexl 

Highlight 

Hi ghlightText 

InactiveBorder 
l nact iveC.apt i an 

InactiveCaptionText 

fnfoBacKgroulld . 

InfoText 

Menu 
MenuText 

Scr'o11ba'f' 

ThreeDDarkShadow 

ThreeDFace 

ThreeDHighlight 

Tt)l"ee[)Lig~1;Shadow 

ThreeDShadow 

WŒdÔW 

WindowFrame 

"lndowfèit 

Description 

~~~undèotof. 
The foreground color for three-dimensional GUI widgets. 

~ shadÔ\!lf COlor forthrét-dirrlenSlOn.! widgets (tof;edges 
f~lngawJVfromthefiâht.sour~). 

The shadow color for three-dimensional widgets. 

<:olCtofthé~ôn puSh buttôns, 

Color of the text in captions, size boxes, and serail bar 
arrow boxes. 

~.(~orofdiSàb~textThÎ$cotOris$èttd·1t1OOo if~ 
eutremdisplay driver dOE!5n'otSt.lpport Il solidgraytOJor. 

The color of items selected in a control. 

1MeOlorWitn·which seJeaeate~fis 1l1gNighted. 

The c%r of an inactive window border. 

l'hé color of an inactivé WÎndo'WcaplÏon. 

The color of the text of a caption of an inactive window. 

1he~l«groundCôJ()r for TooMp COfltrols, 

The text color used in Tool1ip controls. 

l'hébàCkground cotor of. menu. 
The color of text in menu items. 

th·~Cb!or6fthê sao!t bâràrea. 
Dark shadow for three-dimensional widgets. 

lhel~t.COtol' f~r three-dltTlenSiOoaIWidgets. 
The highlight color for three-dimensional widgets. 

Jll~lightC()torfQ~three-dlmenSiOriaJ.Wi4gets(for edP 
.. ~,~(Iignt SOUrce). . 

The color of the dark shadow for three-dimensional 
widgets. 

l'bècoltiirl't6. windOwba~oUrtd: 
The color of the window frame. 

lhê~(#thê~.tn ~""Il)(l<>w, 



For example, this mIe sets the foreground and background colors of a VERSE to the 
same colors used for the foreground and background of the browser's window: 

VERSE { col or: WindowText; background-col or: Windowl 

Keyword values 
Keywords are not necessarily the same from property to pro pert y, but similar prop
erties generally support similar keywords. For example, the value of bo rd e r l e ft
s tyl e can be any one ofthe keywords n one, dot ted, da shed, sol id, doub le, 
groove, ridge, ins oroutset. The border right-style,border-top-style, 
border bottom- s tyl e, and border- styl e properties can also assume one ofthis 
set of values. The individual keywords are discussed in the sections about the indi~ 
vidual properties. 

Strings 
A few CSS properties, such as font - fa mi l y and content, have string values. In 
CSS, a string is a sequence of Unicode characters enclosed in either single or dou
ble quotes. If the string contains double quotes, single quotes must be used to 
enclose the string and vice versa. 

Vou can also use a backslash to escape otherwise ilIegal characters, typically single 
or double quotes. For example, you can use \ " to include a double quote mark inside 
a string that's surrounded by double quotes. Strings cannot contain line breaks. 
However, you can use \A to insert one. Vou can also include a raw line break if you 
prefix it by a backslash tirst. This is sometimes useful in the content property. 

Vou can also use a backslash followed by the hexadecimal value of a Unicode char
acter to insert a char acter that isn't easy to type. For example, to insert the Greek 
letter e, Unicode value 398 (in hexadecimal), you could simply use \398. 

The Display Property 
From the perspective of CSS, aIl elements are block elements, inline elements, table 
parts, or invisible. The dis play property specifies which one of these an element 
is. This property has 19 possible values given by keywords, as shown in Table 13-5. 



BlockLevel Inline Elements Tobie Ports Invisible 

black . jnlinè none 

table inline-table table-cell 

1 i st item markeT 

run in run-in table-column-group 

compact cOll1patf tàbl·1l!·rciw::~ 

table-header-group 

tqble-ro\ll~group 

table caption 

B10ck elements are usually separated trom other elements by line breaks before and 
after each one. Table elements are parts of a grid. Inline elements are placed one 
after the other in a row. These are like words in a sentence. They move freely as 
text is added and deleted around them. Block elements are more fixed and, at most, 
move up and down but not left and right as content is added before and after them. 
Block elements include tables, lists, and list items. Most dis play types are just modi
fications of the main block or inline types. 

A browser uses the distinction between these elements to make its tirst pass at lay
ing out the document. It will place the text of any inline elements on the page mov
ing from left to right, until it fills the line. If necessary, it will continue on the next 
line down. (fhe ct i rect ion property lets you reverse the order 50 that elements 
are placed from right to left, useful if you're formatting Hebrew or Arabie.) However, 
when the browser cornes to a block-level element, either the start or the end of one, 
it breaks the line and continues on the next line. 

Consider Listing 13-1, which is a synopsis of William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. 
The root element, SYNOPS IS, contains six top-level elements, one TI HE and five 
ACT elements. Each ACT contains an ACT_NUMBER and one or more SCENE children. 
Each SCENE contains a SCENLNUMBER and a LOCATION. LOCATION elements contain 
mixed content, possibly induding one or more CHARACTER elements. 

<?xml version-"1.0"?> 

<?xml-stylesheet type="text/css· href="synopsis.css"?>

<SYNOPSIS> 


<TITLE>Twelfth Night</TITLE> 



<ACT> 
<ACT_NUMBER>Act l</ACT_NUMBER> 
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene l</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino</CHARACTER>'s palace
</LOCATION>

</SCENE> 
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 2</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION>The sea-coast</LOCATION>


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 3</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 

</LOCATION>


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 4</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino</CHARACTER>'s palace.
</LOCATION>

</SCENE> 
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 5</SCENE_NUMBER> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 

</LOCATION>


</SCENE> 
</ACT> 

<ACT> 
<ACT_NUMBER>Act 2</ACT_NUMBER>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene l</SCENE_NUMBER> 
<LOCATION>The sea coast</LOCATION>


</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 2</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION>A street</LOCATION>


</SCENE> 

<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 3</SCENE_NUMBER> 
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Oliv;a<ICHARACTER>'s house 
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 4</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino<ICHARACTER>'s palace.
</LOCATION>

</SCENE> 
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 5</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden

</LOCATION> 


Continued 



</SCENE> 
<1 ACT> 

<ACT> 
<ACT_NUMBER>Act 3</ACT_NUMBER>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene l</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden
</LOCATION>

</SCENE> 
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 2</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 

</LOCATION>


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 3</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION>A street</LOCATION>


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 4</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
</ACT> 

<ACT> 
<ACT_NUMBER>Act 4</ACT_NUMBER>
<SCENE> 

<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene l</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s front yard
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene 2</SCENE_NUMBER>

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 

</LOCATION>


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<SCEN UMBER>Scene 3</SCENE_NUMBER>
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia<ICHARACTER>'s garden 
<1 LOCATION> 

</SCENE>
</ACT> 



<ACT> 

<ACT_NUMBER>Act 5</ACT_NUMBER> 

<SCENE> 


<SCENE_NUMBER>Scene l</SCENE_NUMBER> 
<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s front yard 
</LOCATION> 

</SCENE> 

<1 ACT> 


</SYNOPSIS> 

Vou can do a fair job of formatting this document using only dis play properties. 

SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, and SCENE are ail block-Ievel elements. ACT_NUMBER, 

SCEN E_NUMBER, LOCATION, and CHARACTER can remain inline elements. Listing 13-2 

is a very simple style sheet that accomplishes this. 


SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, SCENE 1 display: black 

Figure 13-1 shows the synopsis of Twelfth Night loaded into Mozilla with the style 
sheet of Listing 13-2. Notice that in Listing 13-2 it is not necessary to explicitly spec
ify that ACT_NUMBER, SCEN E_NUMB ER, LOCATION, and CHARACTER are aIl inline ele
ments. This is the default unless otherwise specified. Children do not inherit the 
dis play property. Thus, just because SC EN E is a block-Ievel element does not mean 
thatits children, SCENE_NUMBER and LOCATION. are also block-level elements. 

Inline elements 
lnline elements are laid out horizontally in a row, starting from the top of the con
taining box of the surrounding page or block element and moving from left to right. 
When a row fills up. a new row is started on the next Une down. Words can be 
wrapped, but only as necessary to fit the text on the screen. There are no hard line 
breaks. In HTML, EM, STRONG, B, l, and A are aIl inline elements. As another exam
pIe, you can think of EM, STRONG, B, l, and A in this paragraph as inline code ele
ments. They aren't separated out from the rest of the text. If no value is specified 
for the dis pla y property. the default is to make the element an inline element. 



. fil 
welfth Night 

,ct 1 


Seene 1 Duke Orslno's palace 
cene l The sea-coast 
cene 3 OIivîa's house 
cene 4 Duke Orsil'lO's palace. 
cene S Olivla's house 
ctl 
cene 1 The sea-coast 
cene 2 A street 
cene 3 OIivia's house 
cene 4 Duke Orslno's palace. 
cene S Olivla's garden 
ct 3 
cene 1 OIivla's garden 

cene 2 Olivia's house 

ctne 3 A street 


4 Olivia's garden 

1 Olivla's front yard 
l Olivia's house 

IScene 3 Olivia's garden 
.ct S 
cen!! 1 Olivia's front yard 

Figure 13-1: The synopsis of Twelfth Night as displayed in Mozilla 

810ck elements 
Block-Ievel elements are laid out vertically, one on top of the other. The first black 
is laid out in the top left corner of the containing block; then the second block is 
placed below it, also flush against the left edge of the containing black. Each block
level element is separated from its sibling and parent elements, generally by placing 
a line break before and after it. The vertical distance between each block is defined 
by the individual block's margin and padding properties. In HTML, P, BLOCKQUOTE, 
Hl. through H6, and HRare ail examples of block-Ievel elements. The paragraphs and 
headings you see on this page are ail block-Ievel elements. Block-Ievel elements 
may contain inline elements and other block-Ievel elements, but inline elements 
should only contain other inline elements, not block-Ievel elements, although this 
rule is not strictly enforced. 

None 
Setting dis pla y ta non e hides the element. An element whose dis pla y property is 
set ta none is invisible and not rendered on the screen.1t does not affect the posi
tion of other visible elements on the page. ln HTML, TI TLE, MET A, and HEAD would 
have a dis play property of non e. In XML, dis play: non e is often useful for meta
information in elements. 

http:screen.1t


For example, suppose you wanted to Iist the locations in the synopsis but drop 
everything else. Vou could use the style sheet in Listing 13-3. This hides the TI Tl E, 
ACLNUMBER, and SCENE_NUMBER elements by setting their di spl ay propertyto 
none. The lOCATION element is displayed as a block. Figure 13-2 shows the resuIt of 
applying this style sheet to Listing 13-1. 

TITlE, ACT_NUMBER. SCENE_NUMBER ( display: none} 
lOCATION ( display: block) 

Once you've hidden an element by using di spl ay: none, you cannot then show 
any of its descendants. For example, consider these rules: 

SYNOPSIS display: none} 

lOCATION display: block) 


Because the lOCATION element is contained inside the SYNOPS 1Selement, it is hid
den even though its own dis play property is set to bloc k. 

Figure 13-2: The synopsis of Twelfth Night showing only locations 



Compact and run-in elements 
The Comp a c t and ru n - i n values of the dis play property identify an element as 
either a block or an inline box depending on context. Other properties declared as 
these types will treat them as either a block or inline element depending on what 
they eventually become. 

A mn-in box is a block-level element if the element that follows it is an inline ele
ment. It is an inline element if the element that follows it is a block-Ievel element. In 
other words, it guarantees that there will be a line break before it but not after il. 
This is sometimes useful for headings. 

A compact box will normally be a block-Ievel element. However, if it's followed by a 
block-level element and It can fit in the margin of that element's box, the browser 
will put it in the margln rather than making it a separate element. 

Marker 
Setting the di sp l ay property to ma rker identifies a block that's formed by content 
generated in the style sheet rather than copied in from the XML document. This 
value is only used with the: before and: after pseudo-elements that have been 
attached to block-level elements. 

Tables 
CSS lets you format elements in tables using these 10 values of the dis pla y pro pert y: 

+table 

+ inline-table 

+ table-row-group 

+ table header group 

+ table footer group 

+ table-row 

+ table cOlumn-group 

+ table column 

+table cell 

+ table caption 

For example, setting the dis play property to ta b l e indicates that the selected ele
ment is a block-Ievel container for various smaller children that will be arranged in 
a grid. The i n line - t a b l e value forces the table to act as an inline element, allow
ing text to float along its sides, and allows multiple tables to be placed side by side. 



The other eight values in this list identify particular parts of a table, and should 
only be used when the elements they're applied to are descendants of an element 
formatted as a table or inline table. The ta ble capt i on value formats an element 
as a table caption. The ta ble row- group, ta ble - hea de r - group, and ta b l e-
f 0 0 ter - 9 r 0 u p values create groups of data cells that are formatted as a single row. 
The ta b l e - col umn - 9r 0 up creates a group of data cells that are formatted as a sin
gle column that was defined using the tab le - co l umn value. XML elements that 
appear in table cells have - naturally enough - a dis play property with the value 
tabl e-cell. 

For example, if you were to build a table of the scenes and locations in the synop
sis, each scene cou\d be a row. Scene numbers and locations could be cells. Each 
act could be a row group. The tiUe would be a header. Listing 13-4 demonstrates. 

l:sti··········,3~······.·.·s~(·I....·~~4.;,~~*s~é~.a$.éÎl~(r.·••..... 
•2. ~. .··.118'···· ····tIfJ'U.;,J·~~;,·.. ;;':< •• ,.,i,~~/~.~~ll!' .. f.;.:.l;i'~~r't."; .r~'.. .... ~,~t'.; .. 
SYNOPSIS Idisplay: table) 

TITLE Idisplay: table headerl 

SCENE 1 di spl ay: tabl e row} 

ACT { display: table-row-group J 

LOCATION, SCENLNUMBER f disp7ay: tab7e ce)] } 

Figure 13-3 shows the result of applying this style sheet to the Twelfth Night synop
sis. By default, there are no grid Hnes or bord ers. These could be inserted using the 
border properties that you'll encounter shortly. It also wouldn't hurt to add a Uttle 

padding around each ceil. 

Internet Explorer 6.0 and earlier does not support table formatting using CSS. 

List items 
List-item elements are block-level elements with a list-item marker preceding them. 
In HTML, LI is a list-item element. If you simply set the dis play property to lis t 
item and don't do anything else, the element is formatted as a block-Ievel element 
that may or may not have a bullet, called a marker, in front of it. However, you can 
set three additional properties that affect how list items are displayed, as follows: 

• list-style-type 

• list style-image 

• list-style-position 



'S 
f!)r~afd ~oad 

Duke Orsino's palace 
The sea-coast 
O!lvla's house 
Duke Orsino's palace, 
OlivÎa's house 

The sea-coast 
A street 
OIivia's house 
Duke Orsino's palace, 
OlivÎa's garden 

Olivia's garden 
OIivia's house 
A street 
OIivia's garden 

Olivia's front yard 
Olîvia's house 
Olivia's garden 

Ollvia's front yard 

Figure 13-3: A table-based synopsis layout in Mozilla 

There's also a shorthand lis t s ty le property that lets you set aU three in a 
single rule. 

Internet Explorer 6.0 and earlier on Windows does not support ct i s play: lis t 
item. Internet Explorer 5.1 and 5.2 for Macintosh do support ct i s play: lis t 
item. 

One thing CSS lists do not imply, however, is indentation. If you're accustomed to 
using lists to indent items from HTML, you need to break yourself of that habit. In 
CSS, indentation is provided by the margin and padding properties, as weil as the 
tex t - i n ct e n t property. List items are not automaticalJy indented unless you set the 
other properties necessary to indent something. However. the Iist item marker may 
be indented to the lett of the normal text. That is, it may have a negative indent, and 
this may place the marker off the sereen. Ifs important to set a reasonable positive 
lett margin on the list's parent element. 

The list-style-type property 
The lis t - s ty le type property determines the nature of the bullet eharaeter in 
front of each list item. Possibilities include the following: 

+ctisc:· 

+circle:O 



.. square: 0 


.. decima1: 1,2,3,4,5, and so on 


.. deci ma 1 -1 ead i ng zero: 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, and so on 


.. l ower- roman: i, H, m, Iv, and so on 


.. upper- roman: l, II, III, IV, and so on 


.. lower al pha: a, b, c, and so on 


.. upper-a1pha:A,B,C,andsoon 


.. lower 1at in: Same as lower alpha; a, b, c, and so on 


.. upper-l at in: Same as upper-a l pha; A, B, C, and so on 


.. l ower-greek: ex,~, "f, 0, E, and so on 


.. hebrew: J,:I, ',;"{, and so on 


.. armeni an: U2 P2 'l-2 r).2 t;2 and so on 


.. georgi an: <s. a. ::J. and so on 


.. cjk-ideographic: =, andsoon 


.. hi ragana: ib, _', J, 5t, .f3, i:p, and so on 


.. kat a kan a: 7, .-{ , tj, .:r:., T , ft, =1'-, and so on 


.. hi ragana i roha: p. 6, li, ~::, li, ", è, and so on 


.. katakana i roha: -1, 1:1, /",::::', *, ", 1--, and so on 


.. none: No bullet character is used 


1 would not rely on a typical Western browser being capable of handling the more 
unusual of these. In that case, it will defauft to dec i ma 1. (European-style numerals 
have pretty much replaced Hebrew, Han, Roman, and other traditional number sys
tems in most of the world for day-to-day use.) If no value is set, the default is di sc. 
For example, the style sheet in Listing 13-5 defines ACT and SCENE as list items. 
However, ACT is glven no bullet, and SC E N E is given a square bullet. Figure 13-4 
shows the synopsis in Opera with this style sheet. 

SYNOPSIS { display: block; margin left: D.5in 1 
TITLE { disp1ay: block ; 
ACT { display: list item; list style-type: none 1 
SCENE { display: list-item: list-style type: square 



Act 1 
o Scene 1 Duke Onino's paIaœ 

c Scerur: 2 l'be ~oast 


c Scene 3 Olivia'. howle 

o Scene 4 Duke Onino's paIaœ. 
o Scene S Olivia'. hO\lSll 

Act 2 

c Scene 1 l'be ses-coast 

c Scene 2 A stteel 

o Scene 3 Olivia'. house 
o Scene 4 Duke Onino's paIaœ. 
c Scene 5 Olivia'. garden 


Act 3 

o Scene 1 Olivia'. ganlen 
o Scene 2 Olivia', house 
o St:ene 3 A street 

c Scerur: 4 Olivia" garden 


Act 4 

c Scene 1 OI.ivÙl's front yard 

c Scene 2 OIivia's house 

o Scene 3 Olivia's garden 

MS. 
.. _._._._ .... _.~~~~~~ .~~-~._ .._..._..~~".~ 

Figure 13-4: A list-based synopsis layout 

The list-style-image property 
Alternately, you can use a bitmapped image as the bullet. To do this, you set the 
1i st - s ty 1e - i ma g e property to the URL ofthe image file. If both 1i st - sty le
i mage and li st - styl e type are set, the li st -styl e- i mage will be used, unless 
it can't be found, in which case the bullet specified by l i st-styl e-type will be 
used. For example, this rule uses a heart (.) stored in the file heart.jpg as the bullet 
before each scene. (Alter aU, Twelfth Night is a romantic comedy.) Figure 13-5 shows 
the result of adding this rule to the synopsis style sheet. 

SCENE ( 	display: list item; 

list style image: url{heart.jpg); 

list style-type: square 




Twelfth Nigh! c· 
Act 1 
.. Seme 1Duke Orsino 's palace 
.. Scene 2 The sea-C04$t 
.. Seme 3 Olivia'. house 
.. Seme 4 Duke Orsino', palace . 
.. Scene S Olivia'. bouse 
Act 2 
.. Seme 1 The _-toast 
.. Scene 2 A stree! 
.. Seme 3 Olivia', home 
.. Scene 4.Duke Orsino's palace. 
.. Scene 5 Olivia'. garden 
Act 3 
.. Scene 1 Olivia'. garden 
.. Seme :2 Olivia', house 
.. Scene 3 A street 
.. Scene 4 Olivia'. garden 
Act 4 
.. Scene 1 Olivia'. front yard 
.. Scene :2 Olivia'. hOU8e 
.. Seme 3 Olivia'" garden 
Act 5 
.,~~I'M'W' 1 ()H~i,.l~_ ~~vArrt 

Figure 13-5: A list-based synopsis layout with an image bullet 

The list-style-position property 
The 1 i st - s ty1 e - pos i t ion property specifies whether the buIlet is drawn inside 
or outside the text of the listitem. The legal values are i ns i de and outs i de. The 
default is outs i de. The difference is only obvious when the text wraps onto more 
than one Une. This is inside: 

* If music be the food of love, play on/Give me excess of it, that, surfeiting,fThe 
appetite may sicken, and so die./That strain again! it had a dying faIl: 

This is outside: 

* If music be the food of love, play on/Give me excess of it, that, surfeiting,/The 
appetite may sicken, and so die.fThat strain again! it had a dying fall: 

The list-style shorthand property 
FinaIly, the 1 i st s ty 1 e property is a shorthand that aIlows you to set aIl three of 
list-style image,list-style type,andlist-style positionproperties 
simultaneously. For example, this rule says that a SCENE is dispIayed inside with a 
heart image and no bullet: 

SCENE { 	display: list item; 

list-style: none inside url(heart.jpg) ) 




Box Properties 
CSS arranges text on a two-dimensionaJ canvas. The elements drawn on this canvas 
are laid out in imaginary rectangles called boxes. Each box is given a size and a 
position, as weil as margins, borders, and padding. The box edges are always ori
ented parallel to the edges of the canvas. Box properties control the width, height, 
margins, padding, and borders of the individuaJ boxes. Figure 13-6 shows how these 
properties relate to each other. 

An XML element lives in a box 

like this one. The total width of the 


iJ--- The margin
element is the sum of the natural 

width or specified width of the 

element, the width of the margin, 


1----The border
the width of the border, and the 

width of the padding around the 

border. The total height of the 
 I----The padding
element is the sum ofthe height 

of the element, the height of the 


1---- The elementmargin, the height of the b·~r'-;d;:'=-----
and the height ofthe padding 

around the border. 


Figure 13-6: ACSS box with margin, border, and padding 

These boxes stack together and wrap around each other so that the contents of 
each element are aligned in an orderly fashion, based upon the rules of the style 
sheets. 

Margin properties 
Margin properties control the amount of space added to the box outside its border. 
This can be set separately for the top, bottom, right and left margins using the 
margi n top, margi n-bottom, margi n- ri ght, and margi n-l eft properties. Each 
margin can be specified as an absolute length or as a percentage of the size of the 
parent element's width. For example, you can add a liUle extra space between each 
ACT element and the preceding element by setting ACT's ma rg in - t op property to 
3ex, as Listing 13-6 and Figure 13-7 demonstrate. 



ACT { margin top: 3ex } 

SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, SCENE ( display: black) 
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Figure 11-7: The top margin of the ACT efement is larger. 

Vou can also set ail four margins simultaneously using the shorthand ma rgi n prop
erty. For example, you can add extra white space around the entire Twelfth Night 
document by setting the margin property for the root-level element (SYNOPS 1Sin 
this example), as shown by the tirst rule of Listing 13-7 and in Figure 13-8. 

SYNOPSIS ( margin: 1.Ocm 1.Ocm 1.Ocm 1.Ocm ) 
SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, SCENE [ display: block 
ACT ( margin-top: 3ex 1 



~.'5 ;1; 
forw:ard Jte.Ioad Stt1p 

Twelfth Night 

Act 1 
Stene l Duke Orslno's palace 
Scene 2 The sea-coast 
Stene 3 Olivia's hou se 
Scene 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Stene 5 Olivla's house 

Act 2 
Stene 1 The sea-coast 
Stene 2 A street 
Stene 3 OIMa's house 
Stene 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Scene 5 Olillia's garden 

Act 3 
Stene 1 Olivia's garden 
Stene 2 Olivia's house 
Scene 3 A street 
Scene 4 OIMa's garden 

Act 4 
Stene 1 OIMa.'s front 

Figure 13-8: One centimeter of white space around the entire synopsis 

ln fact, this is the same as using a single value for margin, which CSS interprets as 
being applicable to ail four sides. 

SYNOPSIS { margin: 1.Ocm 

Given two ma rg in values, the first applies to top and bottom, the second to right 
and left. Given three ma rg in values, the first applies to the top, the second to the 
right and left, and the third to the bottom. It's probably easier to just use the sepa
rate ma rgi n-top, ma rgi n - bot tom, ma rgi n - ri ght, and ma rg in l eft properties if 
you want to specify different margins for different sides. 

Border properties 
Most boxes don't have borders. They are invisible rectangles that affect the layout 
of their contents, but are not seen as boxes by the readers. However, you can make 
a box visible by drawing Hnes around it using the border properties. Border proper
ties let you specify the style, width, and color of the border. 



Border style 
By default, no border is drawn around boxes regardless of the width and color of 
the border. To make a border visible, you must change the border-styl e property 
of the box from its default value of none to one of these 10 values: 

• 	 none-No line 

• 	 hi dden -An invisible line that still takes up space 

• 	 dotted -A dotted line 

• 	 da s he d - A dashed Une 

• 	 so li d-A solid !ine 

• 	 doubl e-A double solid Une 

• 	 grooved -A Une that appears to be drawn into the page 

• 	 ri dg e - Aline that appears to be coming out of the page 

• 	 in set - The entire element (not just the line around the edge) appears 

pushed into the document 


• 	 outset-The entire element (not just the line around the edge) appears to be 
pushed out of the document 

The border styl e property can have between one and four values. As with the 
ma rg in property, a single value applies to aU four borders. Two values set the top 
and bottom borders to the tirst style, right and left borders to the second style. 
Three values set the top, right and left, and bottom border styles, in that order. 
Four values set each border in the order top, right, bottom, and left. For example, 
Listing 13-8 adds a rule to enclose the entire SyN0PSI Sin a solid border. 

SYNOPSIS { border-style: solid }

SYNOPSIS { margin: lem lem lem lem} 

SYNOPSIS, TITLE. ACT, SCENE { display: bloek }

ACT { margin-top: 3ex } 


Figure 13-9 shows the result in Mozilla. In this case, the border has the secondary 
effect of making the margin more obvious. (Remember that the margin is outside 
the border.) 
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Figure 13-9: A border around the synopsis 

Border width 
Four border-width properties specify the width of the borderlines atong the top, 
bottom, right, and leit edges of the box. These are as follows: 

• border top-width 

• border-right-width 

• border-bottom-width 

• border-left-width 

Each may be specified as an absolute length or as one of three keywords: th in, 
med i um, or th i ck. Border widths cannot be negative but can be zero. 

For example, to enclose the SyN 0 PSI S element in a I-pixel-wide, solid border (the 
thinnest border any computer monitor can dis play), use this rule: 

SYNOPSIS 	 border-style: 
border-top-width:
border right-width: 
border-bottom-width: 
border left-width: 

solid; 
Ipx;
Ipx; 
Ipx;
Ipx } 



If you want to set aIl or several borders to the same width. it's more convenient to 
use the b0 rd e r -w i dt h shorthand property. This property can have between one 
and four values. One value sets aIl four border widths. Two values set the top and 
bottom borders to the first value. right and left borders to the second value. Three 
values set the top. right and left, and bottom widths in that order. Four values set 
each border in the order top, right, bottom, and lefl. For example, the following is 
equivalent to the previous rule: 

SYNOPSIS { 	border-stYle: solid; border-width: Ipx } 

Border color 
Most browsers draw borders in black by default, or possibly in shades of gray if 
necessary to produce 3D effects for the grooved, ridge, inset, and outset styles. 
However, you can use the border~col or propertJes to change this for one or more 
sides of the box. These properties are as follows: 

• border-top-color 

• border right-color 

• border bottom-color 

• border left color 

There's also a border col or shorthand property that sets the color of ail four bor
ders. A single value sets ail four border colors. Two values set the top and bottom 
borders to the tirst color, the right and left borders to the second col or. Three val
ues set the top, right and Jeft, and bottom border colors in that order. Four values 
set each border in the arder top, right, hottom, and left. The value can be any rec
ognized color name or an RGB triplet. For example, this mIe encloses the S Y N 0 PSI S 
element in a I-pixel-wide, solid red border: 

SYNOPSIS { 	border style: solid; 

border-width: Ipx:

border-col or: red } 


Shorthand border properties 
Five shorthand border properties let you set the width, style, and color of a border 
with one mIe. These five properties are: 

• border top 

• border ri ght 

• border~bottom 

• border-l eft 

• border 



The border top property provides a width, style, and color for the top border. The 
border- ri ght, border bottom, and border -1 eft properties are similar. For 
exampIe, the first mIe of Listing 13-9 produces a 2-pixel groove blue border Ca hori
zontal mIe if you will) below each act. Figure 13-10 shows the resuIt. 

ACT ( border-bottom: 2px groove blue )

SYNOPSIS ( border-style: solid )

SYNOPSIS ( margin: lem lem lem lem)

SYNOPSIS. TITLE. ACT, SCENE ( display: bloek )

ACT { margin-top: 3ex } 


The border property sets ail four sides to the specified width, style, and height. 
For example, this mIe draws a 3-pixel-wide, soUd, red border around a SY NO PSI S 
element. 

SYNOPSIS [ border: 3pt solid red ) 
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Figure 13-10: A 2-pixel groove bottom border is similar to HTML:'s HR element. 



Padding properties 
The pa ddi n9 properties specify the amount of space on the inside of the border of 
the box. The border of the box, if shown, falls between the margin and the padding 
as shown in Figure 13-6. Padding may be set separately for the top, bottom, right, 
and Jeft padding using the padd i ng -top, padd i ng bottom, padd i ng ri ght, and 
paddi ng-l eft properties. Each padding can be given as an absolu te length or as a 
percentage of the element's width. For example, you can set off the Sy N 0 PSI S from 
its border by setting its pa dd i ng properties, as shown in this rule: 

SYNOPSIS { 	padding-bottom: lem; 

padding-top: lem; 

padding-right: lem; 

padding left: lem ) 


Vou can also set aIl four at once using the shorthand pa ddi n 9 property. For exam
pIe, this rule is the same as the previous one: 

SYNOPSIS ( 	 padding: lem lem lem lem) 

In fact, this is the same as using a single value for the paddi ng property, which CSS 
interprets as applying to ail four sides: 

SYNOPSIS ( 	 padding: lem) 

Give~ two padd i ng values, the tirst applies to the top and bottom, the second to 
the nght and left. Given three paddi ng values, the tirst applies to the top, the sec
ond to the right and left, and the third to the bottom. It's probably easier to use the 
separat~ padd in 9 - top, padd i ng -bottom, padd in 9 - ri ght, and pa dd i ng -1 eft 
propertles. 

The blue borders below the acts in the synopsis in Figure 13-10 seem a !ittle too 
close, so let's add an ex of padding between the end of the act and the border with 
the padd i ng -bottom property, as shown in the first rule of Listing 13-10. Figure 
13-11 shows the result. Generally, ifs a good idea to use a !iUle padding around bor
ders to make the text easier to read. 

ACT ( padding-bottom: lex ) 

ACT ( border-bottom: 2px groove blue ) 

SYNOPSIS ( border style: solid ) 

SYNOPSIS ( margin: lem lem lem lem) 

SYNOPSIS, TITlE, ACT, SCENE [ display: bloek ) 

ACT ( margin top: 3ex ) 



Night 

1 Duke Orsino's palace 
2 The sea-coast 
3 Olivia's house 
4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
S OIivia's hou se 

l The sea-coast 
2 A street 
3 OIivia's liouse 
4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
S OIivia's garden 

l Ollvia's garden 
2 Olivia's liouse 
3 A street 
4 OIivia's garden 

Figure 13-11: padding makes borders easier on the eye. 

Size 
CSS lets you choose exactly how big each element's box will be. By default, boxes 
are just big enough to contain their contents, borders, and padding. Inline and table 
elements that contain text always have these automatically ca\culated dimensions. 
However, you can make block-level elements either bigger or smaller than this 
default by using these six properties: 

+ hei ght 

+ wi dth 


+min-width 


+ max-width 

+ min-height 

+ max - hei ght 



The width and height properties 
Generally, the browser decides how much space each element requires byadding 
up the total size of its contents. along with the size of any bord ers and padding; and 
usually, this is exactly what you want it to do. However, you can force a block-Ievel 
element to a predetermined size by setting its wi dth and he; ght properties. 
Consider Listing 13-11. The first rule says that every TI TLE element will be exactly 3 
inches wide and 2 inches high. Even if it doesn't use up ail this space, other ele
ments that follow it willleave the extra space empty. 

TITLE {width: 3in; height: 2in } 
SYNOPSIS. TITLE. ACT. SCENE { display: block }
TITLE {border-style: solid } 
SYNOPSIS { border style: dotted }
ACT { border-style: dashed } 
SCENE {border style: groove } 
ACT. SCENE. TITLE. SYNOPSIS { margin: lex } 

Figure 13-12 demonstrates the effect of Listing 13-11. Borders are added to ail the 
block-Ievel elements so you can see where their boxes are placed. Ali of them 
except for TI TLEtake up the minimum amount of vertical space they need to hold 
their contents and the maximum amount of horizontal space. However, because the 
TITLE element's wi dth and he; ght properties have been set, it's taller than it 
needs to be and narrower than it could be. 

If the box size specified is too small to hold the contents of the box, the contents 
will not be scaled to fit. By default, the content will spill out of the box and overlap 
whatever follows. Figure 13-13 demonstrates this with a box that's too small for the 
actual title. However, you can clip or scroll the overflowed contents using the 
overfl ow property. 
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Vou do not have to set both wi dth and hei ght. Vou can set one or the other, or nei
ther. The default setting for both is auto; that is, calculate the necessary size based 
on the contents and context of the box. 

The min-width and min-height properties 
If you want an element to take up at Ieast a minimum amount of space, but aiso 
want to allow it to grow larger, if necessary, to hold its contents, you can set the 
mi n- hei ght and mi n -wi dth properties. These specify the smallest dimensions that 
the element will use. For example, this rule says that a TI T L E element must be at 
least 1 inch wide and 1 inch high: 

TITLE 1 min-width: lin; min height: lin J 

If the tiUe needs more space than that, the browser is free to make its box larger. If 
it takes up less space than that, the browser willleave sorne empty space. Min
hei ght and m; n-wi dth should be preferred to he; ght and wi dth because you can 
never be sure exactly how much space any given string of text is going to occupy 
from one computer to the next. Using min he i 9h t and min -w i dt h instead of 
he; 9h t and w i dt h will give you the same effect most of the Ume, and look much 
better in the occasional cases where you do need the extra space. 

The mi n - he i ght and mi n-wi dt h properties override he; ght and wi dth. If he i 9ht 
is setto something smaller than mi n- hei ght, the value ofthe mi n he; ght prop
erty determines the height of the box, regardless of the value of hei ght. The same 
is true for wi dth and mi n-wi dth. 

The max-width and max-height properties 
If you want an element to occupy no more than a certain amount of space, but you 
do want it to be smaller if its contents allow, you can set the max hei ght and max 
wi dth properties. Together, these spec1fy the largest area that an element will 
occupy. For example, this rule says that a TI T L E element must be no more than 3 
inches wide and 2 inches high: 

TITLE ( max-width: 3in; max height: 2in ) 

If the UUe needs less space than that, the browser is free to shrink its box. However, 
if it needs more space than that, the browser will let sorne text fall outside the box, 
or otherwise handle it as spec1fied by the overfl ow property. Because max hei ght 
and ma x -w; dt h can cause text to overlap other text in an unattractive fashion, just 
Iike hei ght and wi dth can, you should use it sparingly. 

The max hei ght and max -wi dth properties override he; ght and wi dth.lf he; ght 
\s set to someth\n'6 \ar'6er than ma)(.-hei ght, the value 0\ the mâ)(.-hei ght property 
determ\nes the he\ght 0\ the box, regard\ess ot the value ot he"i ght.1'he same \s 
true for wi dth and max -wi dth. 



The overflow property 
When the size of a box is precisely specified using wi dth and hei ght or limited by 
max -wi dth and max - hei ght, ifs entirely possible that its contents may take up 
more area than the box actually has. The 0 ver f l ow property controls how the 
excess content is dealt with. This property can be set to one of four values: 

+visible 

+ hi dden 

+ seroll 

+ auto 

The default is vis i ble, which means let the text continue outside the box, on top 
of the text in other boxes, if necessary. Vou saw an example of this in Figure 13-13. 
On the other hand, if overfl ow is set to hi dden, the visible text will be c1ipped to 
its containing box, as shown for the TI HE element in Figure 13-14. This rule pro
duces that effect: 

TITLE { width: 3em; height: lem; overflow: hiddenl 
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Figure 13-14: This TITlE element is exactly 3 ems wide and 1 em high, 
too small to hold the entire title, so the overflow is hidden. 



Another option that's useful, especially for relatively large blocks that contain still 
larger amounts of text, is to provide seroU bars. Vou can request this by setting 
overfl ow to sero11. To specify scroU bars only if they're actuaUy needed-that is, 
only if the content does indeed overflow- choose the value auto. 

Positioning 
For truly precise layouts, CSS lets you decide exactly where to put each element's 
box. By default, block-Ievel elements contained inside the same parent element fol
low each other on the page. They do not Une up side by side or wrap around each 
other. Vou can change this with judicious use of the fl oa t and el ea r properties. 
Vou can even make elements overlap each other, in which case the z index prop
erty determines which element is on top and whieh is on bottom. 

The position property 
Element boxes can be positioned automatically by the browser, offset relative to 
their automatically caIculated positions, or placed at a fixed position in the box that 
contains them or at a fixed position on the page. The pos i t ion property deter
mines whieh of these options the browser uses to position each element. It can 
have one of these four keyword values: 

.. stat i e - The default layout 

.. rel at ive - Elements are offset from their static positions 

.. ab sol ut e - Elements are placed at a specific position relative to the box 
they're contained in 

.. fi xed - Elements are placed at a specifie point in the window or on the page 

Relative positioning 
As a document is being laid out, the formatter chooses positions for items according 
to the normal flow of elements and text. This is the default, static formatting used by 
most documents. After this has been completed, the elements can be shifted relative 
to their natural, caIculated positions. This adjustment in an element's position is 
known as relative positioning. Altering the position of an element in this manner does 
not affect the positions of other elements. Thus, boxes can overlap because rela
tively positioned boxes retain all of their normal sizes and spacing. 

To relatively position an element, set its posi t ion property to rel at ive. Then 
specify the length to offset the left edge of the element to the right of its normal 
position as the value of the 1eft attribute and the length to offset the top edge of 
the element down from its normal position as the value of the top attribute. Vou 
can use negative numbers to offset to the left and up. For example, Listing 13-12 
moves the TI TLEelement 50 pixels to the right and down from where it would nor
mally be placed. 



• • 
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TITLE {position: relative; left: 50px; top: 50px } 

SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, SCENE { display: block } 

TITLE {border-style: solid } 

SYNOPSIS { border-style: dotted } 

ACT { border-style: dashed } 

SCENE {border-style: groove } 

ACT, SCENE, TITLE, SYNOPSIS { margin: lex } 


Figure 13-15 shows how this makes the TI T L E element overlap sorne other elements 
on the page. 

Vou can use the ri 9ht property to offset the right edge of the element from the 
right edge of its normal block; that is, to move it to the left. Similarly, you can set 
the bot tom property to offset the bottom edge of the element from the bottom edge 
of its normal position and move it up. 
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Figure 13-15: A relatively positioned TIllE element 



Absolute positioning 
An absolutely positioned element Is placed at a specifie point Inslde the block that 
contalns It. For example, the coordlnates of an absolutely posltioned TIT LE element 
are relative to the top left corner of the SyN0PSI S block. If the SyN0PSI S block 
moves, the TI T L E element moves wlth It. However, if a slbling ACT element moves, 
the TI TLE element won 't move to accommodate it. The contents of absolutely posl
tloned elements do not flow around other boxes, so absolute posltioning may cause 
elements to overlap. In tact, absolutely positioned elements have no impact on the 
flow of their following siblings, so elements that follow the absolutely positioned 
one act as if It were not there. 

The position of the upper left corner of an absolutely positioned element Is set by 
the top and l eft properties. The position of the lower right corner of an absolutely 
positioned element is set by the bottom and ri ght properties. Specifying ail four 
positions fixes the helght and width of the box. If one corner Is omitted, the box is 
sized appropriately for its contents. For example, the following rule places the 
TI T L E element exactly one Inch down and one inch to the right of the upper leIt 
corner of its parent S yN0PSI S element: 

TITLE ( 	 position: absolute; 
left: 1.0in; top: l.Oin; width: 3.0in; height: 2.0in) 

Figure 13-16 shows the result. Notice that unlike a relatively posltioned element, an 
absolutely positioned element does not reserve any space for itself. Unless every
thing on the page is absolutely posltioned, ifs almost certain that sorne elements 
will overlap each other. 

Most of the time, absolute positioning is a bad idea for the same reason that abso
lute sizes are a bad idea. Although an absolutely positioned element might look 
okay on your system, it probably won't on sorne of the systems that people will use 
to read the document. 

Fixed positioning 
Elements wlth fixed positions are placed at coordinates relative to the wlndow ln 
which they're displayed or the plece of paper on which they're printed. A fixed ele
ment does not move when the document is scrolled. When printed on paper, a fixed 
element appears in the same place on each page. This enables you to place a footer 
or header on a document, or a signature at the end of a series of one-page letters. 
For example, this rule puts the title near the top center of the wlndow even when 
the user has scrolled down to the bottom of the synopsis: 

TITLE (position: fixed; top: O.lin; left: 2in) 

Unfortunately, this isn't as useful as it might sound, because unless you also care
fully apply a fixed position to everythlng else on the page, the elements will over
lap, as shown in Figure 13-17. 
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Figure 13-16: An absolutely positioned TIllE element 
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Stacking elements with the z-index property 
When boxes overlap, the z- index property determines which boxes are on top of 
which others. Elements with Iarger z-indexes are placed on top of elements with 
smaller z-indexes. Whether the elements on the bottom show through is a function 
of the background properties of the element on top of them. If the background is 
transparent, at least sorne of what's below will probably show through. For exam
pie, Figure 13-17 showed the tiUe on top of the synopsis. Vou can change the z-index 
to put the UUe behind the synopsis using these rules: 

TITLE z-index: Il 
SYNOPSIS z index: 2} 

Internet Explorer does not support the l-index property. 

The float property 
The fl oat property, whose value is none by default, can be set to l eft or ri ght.lf 
the value is l eft, the element is moved to the left si de of the page and the tex! 
flows around it on the right. In HTML, this is howan IMG with ALI GN=" LEFT" 
behaves. If the value is ri ght, the element is moved to the right side of the page 
and the text flows around it on the left. In HTML, this is how an l MG with 
ALIGN=" RI GHT" behaves. For example, the tirst rule in Listing 13-13 lets text float to 
the right of the title, as shown in Figure 13-18. 

TITLE {float: left }
SYNOPSIS, TITLE, ACT, SCENE [ display: black}
TITLE {border-style: solid }
SYNOPSIS ( border style: dotted )
ACT [ border style: dashed }
SCENE (border-style: groove )
ACT. SCENE. TITLE. SYNOPSIS ( margin: lex 1 
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Figure 13-18: The title floating on the left 

The clear property 
The cl e a r property specifies whether an element can have fIoating elements on its 
sides. If it cannot, the eJement will be moved beJow anyfJoating eJements thatpre
cede.it. It's anaIogous to the HTML <BR CLEAR=" ALL ft >eJement. There are four 
possible values: 

+ none 

+ left 

+ ri ght 

+ both 

The default value, none, causes fIoating elements to appear on both sides of the el~ 
ment. The value l eft bans f10ating elements on the left side of the element. The 
value ri ght bans f10ating elements on the right side of the element. The value both 
bans fIoating elements on both sides of the element. For example, suppose you add 
this rule to the style sheet in Listing 13-13: 

ACT { clear: left } 

http:A.t:lo.Id


Now, although the TI TLE element wants to Hoat on the left of the tirst ACT, ACT 
doesn't allow that, as is shown in Figure 13-19. TITLE is still on the left, but now 
ACT is pushed down below the image. 
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Figure 13-19: The ACT clears the TITlE on the left. 

Formatting Pages 
CSS makes the reasonable assumption that pages are rectangular. A page can have 
ail the standard box properties, including margins and size, except for borders and 
padding. However, a page box does not have borders or padding because these 
would faU off the actual page. The@page selector selects the page so you can set 
those properties that apply to the page itself rather than XML elements on the 
page. Pseudo-classes can specify different properties for the tirst page, right-facing 
pages, and left-facing pages. 

@page 
@page is a selector that refers to the page box. This is a rectangular area, roughly 
the size of a printed page, which contains the page area and the margin block. The 
page area contains the material to be displayed, and the edges of the box provide a 



container in which page layout occurs between page breaks. For example, this rule 
gives the page l-inch margins on ail four sides: 

@page margin-left: l.Oin; 
margin-right: l. Oi n ; 
margin-top: 1.0in; 
margin bottom: 1. Oi n } 

Because the @page rule is unaware of the page's content, incIuding the fonts it uses, 
it can't understand measurements in ems and exs. AIl other units of measurement 
are acceptable, including percentages. Percentages used on margin settings are a 
percentage of the total page box size. Page boxes allow negative values for margins, 
which can place content outside of the area normally accessible by the application 
or printer. In most of these cases, the content is simply eut. 

@page selects every page of a document. Vou can use one of the page pseudo-class 
selectors- : fi rst, : l eft, or : ri ght -to specify different properties for the first 
page of a document, for the left (generally even numbered) pages of a document, 
and for the right (generally odd numbered) pages of a document. For example, 
these rules specify l-inch outside margins and half-inch inside margins: 

@page:right margin-left: 0.5in; margin-right: 1.Oin 
@page: l eft margin-left: l.Oin; margin right: O.5in 
@page:first margin-left: O.5in; margin right: l.Oin 

The size property 
In an @page rule, the si ze property specifies the height and width of the page. Vou 
can set the si z e as one or two absolute lengths, or as one of the four keywords 
auto, portra it, l andsca pe, or î nherit. If only one length is given, the page will 
be a square. When both dimensions are given, the tirst is the width of the page, and 
the second is the height, as in this rule: 

@page { size: 8.5in llin ) 

The auto setting automatically sizes to the target screen or sheet. 1 andscape 
forces the document to be formatted to fit the target page, but with long sides hori
zontal. The port ra i t setting formats the document to fit the default target page 
size, but with long sides vertical. 

The margin property 
The ma rgi n property determines the sizes of the margins of the page, the rectangu
lar areas on al! four sides in which nothing is printed. This property is used as 
shorthand for setting the ma rg in top, ma rgi n bottom, ma rgi n - ri ght, and 
ma rgi n J eft properties separately. These properties are the same as they are for 



boxes. For example, this rule describes an 8.5-by-ll-inch page with l-inch margins 
on aU sides: 

@page { size: 8.5in llin; margin: 1.Oin } 

The mark property 
The ma r k property places marks on the page delineating where the paper should be 
cut and/or how pages should be aligned. These marks appear in the margins out
side of the page box. The software controls the rendering of the marks, which are 
only displayed on absolute page boxes. Absolute page boxes cannot be moved and 
are controlled by the general margins of the page. Relative page boxes are aligned 
against a target page, in most cases, forcing the marks off the edge of the page. 
When aligning a relative page box, you are essentially looking at the page in your 
mind's eye and using ma rg in and padd i ng properties to move the printed area of 
that page about the physical paper. 

The mark property has four possiblevalues-crop, cross, i nherit, and none
and can only be used with the@page element. Crop marks identify the cutting 
edges of paper. Cross marks, also known as registration marks, are used to align 
pages after printing. If set to none, no marks will be displayed on the document. For 
example, this rule specifies a page with both crop and cross marks: 

@page { mark: crop cross} 

The page property 
As weil as using the @pa 9 e selector to specify page properties, you can attach page 
properties to individual elements by using the page property. To do this, you write 
an @pa 9 e rule that specifies the page properties, give that @page rule a name, and 
then use the name as the value of the page property of a normal element rule. For 
example, these two rules together say that a S y NO PSI S will be printed in landscape 
orientation: 

@page rotated size: landscape} 
SYNOPSIS page: rotated} 

When you are using the page property, ifs possible that different sibling elements 
will specify different page properties. If this happens, a page break will be inserted 
between the elements. If a child uses a different page layout than its parent, the 
child's layout takes precedence. 

Controlling page breaks 
When you are working in paged media, it's often useful to be able to specify that 
one or more elements are kept on the same page, if possible. Conversely, you might 



want to suggest a good place to break a page. Vou can control page breaks with 
these five CSS properties: 

+ page-break before 

+ page break-after 

+ page-break-inside 

+ orphans 

+ wi dows 

Generally, these properties are ignored in nonpaged media such as browser windows. 

The page - brea k before property controls whether pages are allowed, forbidden, 
or required before the selected element. The pa 9 e - b r e a k- a ft e r property controls 
whether pages are allowed, forbidden, or required after the selected element. The 
pa 9 e - br e a k- i n s ide property determines whether pages are allowed, forbidden, 
or required inside the selected element. These can be used to keep paragraphs of 
related text, headings and their body text, images and their captions, or complete 
tables together on the same page. They can also be used to insert page breaks. 
Page- brea k before and pa ge- brea k after can have any of these five values: 

+ auto 

+ always 

+ avoi d 

+ l eft 

+ ri ght 

Pa 9 e br e a k - i n s ide is Iimited to a v 0 i d and a ut o. 

The default for ail three properties is auto, which means the formatter is free to put 
page breaks wherever it likes. The value al way s means that a page break is 
required in the specified place. The value a v 0 id prevents a page break from occur
ring where indicated. Finally, the values l eft and ri ght force either one or two 
page breaks, whichever is necessary to make the next page either a left or right
hand page. This is useful at the end of a chapter ln a book where chapters generally 
start on right-hand pages, even when that leaves blank pages. 

The following rule inserts a page break before and after every S y N 0 PSI S element in a 
document but not inside a synopsis, so that each synopsis appears on its own page: 

SYNOPSIS { page break before: always; 

page-break after: always; 

page break inside: avoid ) 




This rule prevents page breaks inside acts, but allows them between acts: 

ACT ( 	 page break before: auto; 

page-break-after: auto: 

page-break-inside: avoid 


This keeps every act complete on one page. Of course, it is possible that one ACT 
element will sim ply be tao large ta fit on a single page. In this case, the formatter 
may break the page anyway. 

Widows and orphans 
Sometimes it's necessary ta insert a page break in the middle of an element. For 
example, a paragraph might begin on one page and continue on the next. This 
avoids large runs of white space at the ends of pages. However, if tao litUe of a para
graph is left on any one page, the page looks ugly. For example, you would normally 
prefer to avoid printing just the first line of a paragraph at the end of a page and the 
rest of the paragraph on the next page. It would be more aesthetic to leave a blank 
Une at the bottom of the page and move the entire paragraph ta the next page. 
Similarly, there should be more than one line of a paragraph at the top of any given 
page. If the normalline-breaking algorithm only places the last Une of a paragraph 
at the top of the page, the second-tOolast Une of the paragraph should be removed 
from the bottom of the previous page and placed at the top of the next page. 

Single Unes at the bottom of a page are called orphans. Single Hnes at the top of a 
page are called widows. Vou can set an element's orphans and wi dows properties ta 
specify the minimum number of Hnes of a block-level element that the formatter 
must place before and after each page break. For example, this mIe says that if 
there's a page break in the middle of an ACT, there must be at least two Unes of the 
ACT on bath sides of the break: 

ACT { 	 orphans: 2: widows: 2 ) 

Summary 
This chapter discussed CSS's layout mode!. In this chapter, you learned the following: 

+ Lengths in CSS can be specified in relative or absolute units. Relative units are 
preferred. 

+ Color is given in a 24-bit RGB space in decimal, hexadecimal, or percentages. 

+ The dis play property determines whether an element is a black element, 
inline element, list item, or table part. 

+ The text of XML elements is placed in rectangular boxes on one or more pages 
when rendered by a browser. 



+ Box properties let you adjust borders, margins, and padding around elements. 

+ Margins are extra white space inside an element's box and can be set sepa
rately for each side. 

+ Padding is extra white space inside an element's box and can be set sepa
rately for each side. 

+ A border is a line drawn between the margin and padding of a box, and can be 
set separately for each side in a variety of styles, widths, and colors. 

+ The hei ght, wi dth, mi n - hei ght, mi n -wi dth, max - hei ght, and max -wi dth 
properties adjust the size of element boxes. 

+ The pas i tian, l eft, ri ght, top, and bot tom properties adjust where an ele
ment box is placed on the page. 

+ The@page rule lets you set the margins, size, and other properties of the 
pages on which the XML elements will be placed. 

The documents in this chapter were rather dry. Elements moved around on the 
page, but they didn't have any flare. They weren't italie or bold or big or small or 
flashing neon. The next chapter shows you the CSS properties that adjust a variety 
of text styles, including font weight, font size, aHgnment, and color. 

+ + + 



CSS Text Styles 

The first part of each CSS rule is a selector that says which 
elements the rule applies to. The second part is a list of 

the properties that the rule applies to those elements. This 
chapter foc uses on the properties that you can specify in a CSS 
rule. Vou learn how to change the font size, style, and weight; 
how to align text and order paragraphs; how to control the 
behavior of speech synthesizers reading the text; and more. 

Netscape 6.0 and 7.0, Mozilla, Opera 4.0 and later, Safari, 
and Internet Explorer 5.0 and later ail implement only 
some parts of the CSS specification. Earlier versions of the 
major browsers, white perhaps supporting some form of 
CSS for HTML documents, do not support it at ail for XML 
documents. To make matters worse, they ail implement 
different subsets of the specification, and sometimes don't 
implement the same subsets for XML as they do for HTML. 
1'/1 note where one browser or another has a particutar 
problem as we go aJong. However, if Vou find that some
thing in this chapter doesn't work as advertised in your 
favorite browser, please comptain to the browser vendor, 
notto me. 

Fonts 
CSS provides several properties that control the font used to 
draw the text, including the following: 

.. font-family 

.. font-size 

.. font styl e 

.. font-variant 

.. font-weight 

In addition, there's a font shorthand property that can set 
most of these properties simultaneously. 



Choosing the font family 
The font family is the font in which the text is drawn. The value of the f 0 n t fa mil Y 
property is a comma-separated list of font names, such as Helvetica, Times, and 
Palatino. Font names that include white space, such as Times New Roman, should 
be enclosed in single or double quotes. 

Names may also be one of the five generic names: seri f, sans- seri f, curs ive, 
fantasy, and monospace. The browser replaces these names with a font ofthe 
requested type installed on the local system. Table 14-1 demonstrates these fonts. 

Name 

Serif 

Sans-serif 

Monospace 

Cursive 

Fantasy 

Typica/ Fami/ies 

Times, 
Times New Roman, 
Palatino 

Geneva, Helvetica, 
Verdana 

Coorier, 
Courier New, Monaco, 
American Typewriter 

ZapfChancery 

Western, Critter 

Distinguishing Characteristic 

Curlieues 

Black type, often used in 
headlines. 

A typewmer"'ikefcri:ih WfJidl. 
each charaçter ha$ El • . .•. 

the .~width: COll 
used for source œcfeab(J 
e-mail. 

Script font, a simulation of 
handwriting. 

T(OO: withspedaf~; 
for exarnple.lettersOtJ.~,
lelters forrned Dy tumbUng . 
acrabats, and 1ettèÏ'$ macle 
from animaIs. 

Examp/e 

l'htfqwék~' 
.~~~~ 
tPêlàZy dog, .. ' 

The quick brown 
fox jumped over 
the lazy dog. 

Tne: qui~k 
br15wn fox 
JUI)lP,e4.Qv~r 

..thè.laay lib9. 

Tlie qu.ick 6rown 
fox jumpe4 OlIer the 
~ao9· 

Beeause there isn't a guarantee that any given font will be available or appropriate 
on a particuJar client system (lO-point Times lS practically ilJegibJe on a Macintosh, 
much less a Palm Pilot), you should provide a comma-separated list of choices for 
the font in the order of preference. The last choice in the list should always be one 
of the generie names. However, even if you don't speciCy a generie name and the 
fonts you do speeify aren't available, the browser will pick something. It just might 
not be anything Iike what you wanted. 



For example, Listing 14-1 is a style sheet for play synopses similar to Listing 13-1 of 
the previous chapter. It has rules that make the TI Tl E element Helvetica with faIl
back positions of Verdana and any sans serif font, and the rest of the elements 
Times with fallback positions of Times New Roman and any serif font. 

TITlE (font-family: Helvetica, Verdana. sans-serif) 

SYNOPSIS { font-family: Times, "Times New Roman", serif}

SYNOPSIS. TITlE, ACT, SCENE { display: black) 


Figure 14-1 shows the synopsis loaded into Internet Explorer 6.0 with this style 
sheet. Not a great deal has changed since Figure 13-1 in the last chapter. Times or 
something very close to it is commonly the default font. The most obvious differ
ence is that the title is now in Helvetica, a sans serif font. 

The fan t fa mil Y property is inherited by child elements. Thus, by setting 
S Y NO PSI S 's fan t fa mil Y to Times, ail the child elements are also set to Times 
except for TI T lE, whose own f 0 nt fa mil Yproperty overrides the one it inherits. 

Twelfth Nighi 
Act 1 
Scene 1 Duke Orsino', palace 
Scene 2 The sea-coas! 
Scene 3 Olivia', hou,e 
Scene 4 Duke Or,;"o', palace. 
Scene 5 Olivia', hou,e 
Act 2 
Scene 1 The sea-coast 
Scene 2 A ,treet 
Scene 3 Olivia', hou,e 
Stene 4 Duke Orsmo', palace. 
Scene 5 Olivia'. gardon 
Act 3 
Scene 1 Oli",a's garden 
Scene 2 Oli",a', hou,e 
Scene 3 A 'treet 
Scene 4 Olivia', gardon 
Act 4 
Scene 1 Olivia', front yard 
Stene 2 Olivia', house 
Stene 3 Olivia', garden 
ActS 
Scene 1 Olivia', front yard 

Figure 14-1: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with the title in Helvetica 



Choosing the font style 
The f 0 n t - sty l e property has three possible values: no rma l , it alie, and 
ob l i que. The regular text you're reading now is normal. The typical rendering of 
the HTML EM element is italicized. Oblique text is very similar to italicized text. 
However, a computer creates oblique text by algorithmically slanting normal text. 
A human designer creates italics by carefully handcrafting a font to look good in its 
slanted form. Listing 14-2 adds a rule to the synopsis style sheet that italicizes 

scene numbers. 

TITlE {font family: Helvetica, Verdana, sans serif} 

SYNOPSIS { font-family: Times. "Times New Roman", serif} 

SYNOPSIS, TITlE, ACT, SCENE \ display: block }

SCENE_NUMBER { font-style: italicl 


Figure 14-2 shows the synopsis loaded into Internet Explorer with this style sheet. 

'ikene l Thlt.e \:l'!:i\l.\()~ \>'à\a~t 

'ike'llQ 'l."The ~u.-c<:>'M.\ 

Sce". 3 Olivia', house 

Sc.". 4 Duke Orsino', palace. 

Sc.ne 5 OÙllia's hou,e 

Àct?' 

Sc.". 1 The sea-coast 

Sc.". 2 A ,treet 

Zc.n. 3 Olivia', hou,e 

Sc.mI 4 Duke Orsino', palace. 

Sc.n. 5 Olivia', garden 

Act 3 

Sc.". 1 Obvia's garden 

Scene 2 Olivia/s house 

Sc.". 3 A street 

Sc.". 4 Olivia', gardon 

Act4 

Sc.né 1 Olivia', front yard 

Sc.". 2 Olivia', house 

Sc.". 3 Olivia', gardon 

ActS 

Sc.". 1 Olivia', front yard 


Figure 14-2: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with italie seene numbers 

~ 




Small caps 
Thefont variant propertyhastwopossiblevalues: normal andsma1l caps. 
The default is normal. Setting font va riant to sma 11 - ca ps replaces lowercase let
ters with capitalletters in a smaller font size than the main body text. 

Vou can achieve a very nice effect by combining the f on t -var i an t property with 
the fi r st·· 1etter pseudo-element. For example, define the ACT_N UM BER element to 
have the font va ri ant: sma 11 - caps. Next, define the first letter of ACT_NUMBER to 
have font ~va ri ant: norma 1. This pro duces act numbers that look like this: 

ACT 1 

Here are the rules: 

ACT_NUMBER font~variant: small caps} 

ACT_NUMBER:first letter font-variant: normal} 


The second rule overrides the first, but only for the first letter of the act number. 

Setting the font weight 
The font -wei ght property determines how dark (bold) or light the text appears. 
There are 13 possible values for this property: 

.normal 

• bold 

• bol der 

• l ighter 

.100 


.200 


.300 


.400 


.500 


.600 


.700 


.. 800 


.900 




Weights range from 100 (the Iightest) to 900 (the darkest). Intermediate, noncen
tury values such as 850 are not allowed. Normal weight is 400. Bold is 700. The 
bol der value makes an element bol der than its parent. The 1 i 9hter value makes 
an element less bold than its parent. However, there's no guarantee that a particu
lar font has as many as nine separate levels of boldness. 

Here's a simple rule that makes the TIT LE and ACT_N UMBE Relements bold: 

TITLE, ACT_NUMBER { font-weight: bold} 

Figure 14-3 shows the effect of adding this rule to the synopsis style sheet. 

SeHing the font size 
The font si ze property determines the height and the width of a typical character 
in the font. Larger sizes take up more space. The size may be specified as a key
word, a value relative to the font size of the parent, a percentage of the size of the 
parent element's font size, or an absolute number. 

Twelfth Night 
Acrl 
Sc.". 1 Duke Orsino'. palace 
Sc.lU? 2 The ,.a-coast 
Sc.". 3 Olivia's house 
Sc.". 4 Duke Orsino', palace. 
Sce". 5 Olivia'. bouse 
ACT2 
Scene l The sea-co.st 
:::Ce". 2 A street 
:::Cene 3 Olivia', house 
:::C.,.. 4 Duke Orsine', palace. 
Scene 5 Olivi.'s garden 
ACT 3 
Sc.". l Olivia's gardon 
Sc.". 2 Olivia's hou.e 
Sc."e 3 A ,treet 
Sc.". 4 Olivia's gard.n 
ACT 4 
Sc.". l Olivia', front yard 
Sc.ne 2 Olivi.'s hou,e 
:::C.". 3 Olivi.', gardon 
Acr5 
Sc.". l Olivi.'s front yard 

Figure 14-3: The synopsis of Twelfth Nightwith bold title and ad numbers 
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Keyword 
Absolute size keywords are as follows: 

+ xx-small 

+ x-small 

+ small 

+ medi um 

+ large 

+x-large 

+xx-large 

These keywords are the preferred way to set font sizes because they are relative to 
the base font size of the page. For example, if a nearsighted user has adjusted the 
default font size to 20 points, a large font will be even larger and a small font will 
still be pretty large. 

A1though the exact values are up to the browser's best judgment, in general, each 
size is 1.2 times larger than the next smallest size. The default is medi um, so if a 
browser's default is 12 points, 1 a rge type will be 14.4 points, x -1 arge type will be 
17.28 points, and xx -1 arge type will be 20.736 points. By contrast, sma 11 type will 
be 10 points, x - sma 11 type will be 8.33 points, and xx - sma 11 will be a possibly 
iIIegible 7 points. A browser might weil choose to round these values to the nearest 
integer. Here's a simple rule that makes the TITLE extra large: 

TITLE { font-size: x-large} 

Figure 14-4 shows the results after this rule is added to the synopsis style sheet. 

Value relative to parenfs font size 
Vou can also specify the size relative to the parent element as either 1ar ge r or 
sma 11 er. For example, with the following rule, the SC EN E_N UMB E R will have a font 
size that is smaller than the font size of its parent SC EN E. 

SCENE_NUMBER ( font-size: smaller ) 

Figure 14-5 shows the result of adding this rule to the synopsis style sheet. 



Twelfth Night 
ACTl 
Se."" l Duke Orsino's palace 
SeelUl 2 The ,ea-coast 
Se."" 3 Olivi.', hou,e 
Scene 4 Duke Onino1s palace. 

Se.". 5 Olivia', hou,e 
Acr2 
Se.". l The se.-coast 
Se."" 2 Aslreet 
Se.". 3 Olivia', house 
Se.". 4 Duke Orsino', palM;e
See". 5 Olivia', garden 
Acr3 
Sc."" l Obvia', garden 
&ene 2 Obvia', hou,e 
Se.". 3 A ,treet
Se."" 4 Olivia', garden 
Acr4 
Se."" l Olivia', front yard
Se."" 2 Olivia', hou,.
Se.". 3 Olivia', garden 
ACT5 

Figure 14-4: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with an extra large title 

There's no hard-and-fast rule for exactly how much smaller a smaller font will be or 
how much Iarger a larger font will be. Generally, the browser will attempt to move 
from medium to smalI, from small to x-small, and so forth. The same is true (in the 
other direction) for Iarger fonts. Thus. making a font Iarger shouid increase its size 
by about 20 percent, and making a font smaller shouid decrease its size by about 
16.6 percent; but browsers are free to fudge these values to match the available font 
sizes. 

Percentage of parent elemenfsfont size 
If these options aren't precise enough, you can make tiner adjustments by using a 
percentage of the parent element's font size. For example. this rule says that the 
font used for a SCENE_NUMBER is 50 percent of the size of the font for the SCENE (its 
parent). 

SCENE_NUMBER { font size: 50% 1 



Twelfth Night 
ACTl 
Seene J Duke Orsino 's palace 
Scene 2 The sea-coast 
Scene 3 Olivia's house 
Scene <1 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Scene.5 Olivia's house 
ACT 2 
Scene J The sea-coast 
Scene 2 A street 
Scene 3 Olivia's house 
Scene <1 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Scene.5 Olivia's garden 
ACT 3 

Scene l Olivia's garden 
Scene 2 Olivia's house 
Scene 3 A street 
Scene <1 Olivia's garden 

ACT4 
Scene J Olivia's front yard 
Scene 2 Olivia's house 
Scene 3 Olivia's garden 
ACTS 

Figure 14-5: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with a smaller scene number 

Absolute lengths 
FinaUy, you can specify a font size as an absolute length. A1though you can use pix
els, picas, centimeters, millimeters, or inches, the most common unit when measur
ing fonts is the point. For example, this rule sets the default font - s i ze for the 
Sy NO PSI S element and its children ta 14 points. 

SYNOPSIS { font-size: 14pt } 

1 urge you not to use absolute units to describe font sizes. It's extremely difficult 
(l'd argue impossible) to pick a font size that's legible across ail the different plat
forms on which your page might be viewed, ranging from cell phones to the Sony 
JumboTron in Times Square. Even when restricting themselves to standard per
sonal computers, most designers usually pick a font that's too small. Any text that's 
intended to be read on the screen should be at least 12 points, possibly more. 

Figure 14-6 shows the resuIts after aU these font rules have been added ta the syn
opsis style sheet. The text of the scenes is not really bolder. Ifs just bigger. In any 
case, ifs a lot easier ta read. 



Twelfth Night 
ACT 1 
""",/ Duke Orsino's palace 
.".,> The sea-coast 
_. Oliv:ia's house 
"""'. Duke Orsino's palace. 
"""'5 Olivia's house 
ACT 2 
",..,/ The sea-coast 
"""" A street 
"""'. Oliv:ia's house 
"""'. Duke Orsino's palace. 
"""', Oliv:ia's garden 
ACT 3 
_1 Olivia's garden 
"""" Oliv:ia's house 
"'.... A street 
""'.. Oliv:ia's garden 
ACT" 
""") Olivia's front yard 
"'_2 Oliv:ia's house 

Figure 14-6: The synopsis of Twelfth Night in a larger font size 

The font shorthand property 
Fon t is a shorthand property that sets the font style, variant, weight, size, and fam
ilywith one mIe. For example, here are two mIes for the TITLE and SCENLNUMBER 
elements that combine the separate mies of the previous section: 

TITLE { font: bold x-large Helvetica, sans-serif 

SCENE_NUMBER { font: italic smaller Times, serif 


Values must be given in the following order: 

1. One each of style, variant, and weight, in any order, any of which can be 
omitted 

2. Size, which cannot be omitted 

3. Optionally, a forward slash (f) and a Une height 

4. Family, which cannot be omitted 



If this sounds complicated and hard to remember, that's because it is. 1 certainly f.ote 
can't remember the exact details for the order of these properties without looking 
them up. 1 prefer to just set the individual properties one at a time. Ifs question
able whether shorthand properties like this really save any time. 

Listing 14-3 is the style sheet for the synopsis with all the rules devised so far, using 
the font shorthand properties. However, because a font property is exactlyequiv
aient to the sum of the individual properties it represents, there's no change to the 
rendered document. 

SYNOPSIS, TITlE. ACT, SCENE { display: black}

ACT_NUMBER { font: bold small caps} 

SYNOPSIS { font: 14pt Times, "Times New Roman", serif}

ACT_NUMBER:first letter { font-variant: normal} 

TITlE { 


font: bold x large Helvetica, Verdana, Arial, sans serif 
} 
SCENE_NUMBER { font: italic smaller Times, serif} 

The font property may also have one of these six keyword values that match aIl of 
a fonfs properties to the properties of particular elements of the browser user 
interface or the user's system: 

+ cap t ion - The font used for captioned widgets such as buttons 

+ i con - The font that labels icons 

+ menu - The font used for menu items 

+ mes sage- box - The font used for display text in dialog boxes 

+ sma 11 capti on-The font used for labels on small widgets 

+ status ba r - The font used in the browser's status bar 

For example, this rule says that a SYNOPS 1Selement will be formatted with the same 
font family, size, weight, and style as the font the browser uses in its status bar: 

SYNOPSIS { font: status-bar } 



Color 
CSS can specify the color of almost any element on a page with the co10 r property. 
The value of this color property may be one of 16 named color keywords, or an RGB 
triple ln decimal, hexadecimal, or percentages. Children inherit the col 0 r property. 
For example, the following rules specify that every element in the SYNOPSI Sis col
ored black except the SCENCNUMBER, which is colored blue: 

SYNOPSIS { color: black 
SCENE_NUMBER { color: blue} 

The following rules are aIl equivalent to the preceding two. 1recommend using 
named colors, when possible, and browser-safe colors when not. 

SYNOPSIS color: #000000 1 
SCENE_NUMBER color: #OOOOFFI 
SYNOPSIS color: rgbCO. O. 0) 1 
SCENCNUMBER color: rgbCO. O. 255)) 
SYNOPSIS color: rgbCO%. 0%. 0%) } 
SCENCNUMBER color: rgbCO%, 0%, 100%)} 

The co 10 r property specifies the foreground color for the text content of an ele
ment.lt may be given as a literaI color name such as red, or an RGB value such as 
#CCOOOO. Color names include aqua, bl ack, bl ue. fuchsi a, gray. green, lime, 
ma r 0 0 n, n a v y, 0 l ive, pur p 1 e. r e d, sil ver, teal, wh i te, and ye l 1 0 w. 

The following style rules apply color to three elements, using three different meth
ods of identifying color.lt specifies the RGB hex value #FFOOOO for SCENCNUMB ER 
elements, ail TITLE elements to appear in red, and ail ACT_NUMBER elements to 
appearin rgbC255,O,O). 

SCENCNUMBER color: #FFOOOO) 
TITLE color: redJ 
ACT_NUMBER color: rgbC255.0.0) 

ln fact, these are just three different ways of saying pure red; and aIl three elements 
will have the same col or. 

Text 
These properties affect the appearance of text, irrespective of font: 

• word-spacing 

.letter-spacing 

http:color.lt


+ text-decoration 

+ vertical-align 

+ text-transform 

+text-align 

+ text i ndent 

+ li ne hei ght 

+ white-space 

Ward spacing 
The word spaci ng property expands text by adding additional space between 
words. A negative value rem oves space between words. The only reason 1 can think 
of to alter the word spadng on a web page is if you are a student labo ring under 
tight page-count limits who wants to make a paper look bigger or smaller than it is. 

foote 	 Desktop publishers love ta spend hours tweaking these details pixel by pixel. The 
problem is that ail the rules they've leamed about how and when ta adjust spacing 
are based on ink on paper and really don't work when transferred ta the medium 
of electrons on phosphorus (a typical CRT monitor). Vou're almost always better off 
letting the browser make decisions about ward and letter spacing for Vou. 

If, on the other hand, your target medium is ink on paper, there's a little more ta 
be gained by adjusting these properties. The main difference is that with ink on 
paper Vou control the delivery medium. Vou know exactly how big the fonts are, 
how wide and high the display is, how many dots per inch are being used, and sa 
forth. On the Web, Vou simply don't have enough information about the output 
medium available ta control everything at this level of detail. 

To change this from the default value of norma l, you set a length for the property, 
as in the following example: 

SYNOPSIS { word spacing: lem l 

Browsers are not required to respect this property, espedaIly if it interferes with 
other properties such as al i gn: j ust ifi ed. Figure 14-7 demonstrates. 

Spacing words requires that the browser be able to figure out where the boundaries 
between words fall. While this is relatively straightforward in most Western lan
guages - just look for the white space - it's much more complex in sorne other lan
guages, such as Sanskrit and Japanese. 1 wouldn't count on most browsers being 
able ta handle this property for the more typographically challenging languages. 



Twelfth Night 
ACT l 
Scelle Duke Orsino's palace 
Seane 2 The sea-coast 
Scme Olivia's bouse 
Scenr 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Scerre 5 Olivia's bouse 
ACT 2; 

Scene The sea-coast 
SCelle A street 
Seme j Olivia's house 
Scelle 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
S'::<ime 5 Olivia's garden 
ACT 3 
Seme Olivia's garden 
Searle 2 Olivia's bouse 

Figure 14·7: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with 1 em of ward spacing 

The letter-spacing property 
The 1 et ter -spa c i n9 property expands text by adding additional space between 
letters. A negative value removes space between letters. Again, the only reason 1 
can think of to do this on a web page is to make a paper look bigger or smaller than 
it really is to meet a length requirement. 

To change this from the default value of no rma l, set a length for the property, as in 
the following example: 

SYNOPSIS { letter spacing: O.3em } 

Because justification works by adjusting the amount of space between letters, 
changing the letter spacing manually can prevent the browser from justifying text. 
However, browsers are not required to respect this property, especially if it inter
feres with other properties such as al i 9n: jus tif i ed. Nonetheless, most 
browsers attempt to implement it as best they can within the restrictions of other 
rules, as shown in Figure 14-8. 



Twelfth N ight 
ACT 1 
Sc€ne Duke Orsino's palace 
Scene The sea-coast 
Scelle 3 Olivia's house 
Sc fi e 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
Scene 5 Olivia's house 
ACT 2 
Scene The sea-coast 
Scene L 

'0 A street 
Sc en e 3 Olivia's house 
Scene 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
S,: € e 5 Olivia's garden 
ACT 3 
Scene Olivi a' s garden 
Scene 2 Olivia's hous e 

Figure 14-8: The SYNOPSIS element with 0.3 em letter spacing 

The text-decoration property 
The tex t -de cor a t ion property can have one of the following five values: 

+ none 

+ underl i ne 


+ overl i ne 


+ line-through 


+blink 


Except for none, which is the default, these values are not mutually exclusive. Vou 
may, for example, specify that a paragraph is underlined, overlined, struck through, 
and blinking. (1 do not, however, recommend that you do this.) 

Browsers, fortunately, are not required to support blinking text. /Notfj~ 
For example, the next rule specifies that CHARACTER elements are underlined. 
Figure 14-9 shows the result of applying this rule to the synopsis of Twelfth Night. 

CHARACTER ( text-decoration: underline ) 



Twelfth N ig ht 
A.CI l 
Sc~nf! Duke Orsino' s palace 
::':cene The sea-coast 
Scëne Olivia's house 
Scene 4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
SCrdn~ j Olivia's house 
ACT 2 

The sea-coast 
2 A street 
:; Olivia's hou se 
4 Duke Orsino's palace. 
:, Olivia's garden 

Olivia's 

Figure 14-9: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with underlined characters 

The vertical-align property 
The ver tic al - a l i 9 n pro perty controls the vertical alignment of text within an 
inline box. lt specifies how an inline element is positioned relative to the baseline of 
the text. Valid values are as follows: 

• 	 bas e line - Align the baseline of the inline box with the baseline of the block 
box (this is the default) 

• 	 sub-Position the inline box as a subscript 

• 	 su p e r - Position the inline box as a superscript 

• 	 top - AIign the top of the inline box with the top of the line 

• 	 mi ct ct l e - Align the midpoint of the inline box with the baseline of the block 
box, plus half of the x-height of the block box 

• 	 bot tom-AIign the bottom of the inline box with the bottom of the line 

• 	 tex t - top - Align the top of the inline box with the top of the parent ele
ment's font 

• 	 tex t bot t om - AIign the bottom of the inline box with the bottom of the 
parent element's font 



Vou can also set the vert i ca 1 - ali gn property to a percentage that rais es (posi~ 
tive value) or lowers (negative value) the box by the percentage of the Un~height. 
A value of 0% is the same as the base li ne value. Finally, you can set vert i ca 1 
al i 9n to a signed length that will raise or lower the box by the specified distance. 
A value of Ocm is the same as the base 1i ne value. 

The sub value makes the element a subscript. The super value makes the element 
a superscript. The text-top value aligns the top of the element with the top of the 
parent element's font. The mi dd 1 e value aIigns the vertical midpoint of the element 
with the baseline of the parent plus haU thex~height. The text - bot tom value aligns 
the bottom of the element with the boUom of the parent element's font. 

The top value aligns the top of the element with the tallest leUer or element on the 
Une. The bot tom value aligns the bottom of the element with the bottom of the low~ 
est letter or element on the Une. The exact alignment changes as the height of the 
tallest or lowest letter changes. 

For example, the rule for a footnote number might look like this one that super~ 
scripts the number and decreases its size by 20 percent: 

FOOTNOTE_NUMBER { vertical-align: super; font-size: 80% } 

The text-transform property 
The text - t r ans f 0 rm property can specify that text should be rendered in aIl 
uppercase, ail lowercase, or with initial letters capitalized. This is useful in head
Unes, for example. The vaUd values are as follows: 

.. capi tal i ze 

.. uppercase 

.. lowercase 

.. none 

Capitalization Makes Only The First Letter Of Every Word Uppercase Like This 
Sentence. PLACING THE SENTENCE IN UPPERCASE, HOWEVER, MAKES EVERY LET
TER IN THE SENTENCE UPPERCASE. The following rule converts the TI T L E element 
in the Twelfth Night synopsis to uppercase: 

TITLE { text-transform: uppercase } 

Internet Explorer doesn't support the text - t rans form property, so Figure 14-10 
shows the document in Mozilla. 



D uk e Orsino's palace 
Tbe sea-coast 
Olivia's ho us e 
D uk e Orsino's palace. 
~'s bouse 

2 
The sea-coast 
A street 
Olivia's hou se 
D uk e Orsino's palace. 
OIivia's garden 

3 
Olivia's garden 
OIivia's hou s e 
A street 
o Ii vi a' s garden 

4 
o Ii vi ~' s fr on t yard 

Figure 14·10: The synopsis of Twelfth Night with an uppercased title 

~0t8 	 The text - t rans form property is somewhat language-dependent because many 
languages - Hebrew, modern Georgian, and Chinese, for example - don't have 
distinct upper and lowercases. Even worse, letters that have the same capital form 
in two languages might have difterent lowercase forms or vice versa. 

The text-align property 
The tex t - a l i 9n property appHes only to block-Ievel elements. It specifies whether 
the text in the block is aHgned with the left side, the right side, centered, or jusU
fied. The va/id values are as follows: 

.. left 

.. ri ght 

.. center 

.. justify 



The following rules center the TI T L E element in the Twelfth Night synopsis and jus
tify everything else. Figure 14-11 shows the synopsis after these rules have been 
applied.1 also changed SCENE to di spl ay: i nl i ne so that there'd be enough text 
in a paragraph to extend across the browser window and show that the text is truly 
justified. 

SCENE 
TITLE 
SYNOPSIS 

display: inlinel 
text-align: center} 
text align: justify } 

S,; E >1 E 	 J ~ Eni! The 
:: ,'l n ~ Olivia's :; en l uke 

palace. Stene 9_Livia's house 
S,,", The sea·coast A street S"n' 

o li vDL' s hou ses" "' "Q. u k e _ 0 r s t!!JL' spa la ce. 
Olivia's garden 

3 /O;;e ru Q)ivia's garden ,,,'" Olivia's 
,S '" or ~I E A street ,'u., Q)i,,~'s garden 

4 S':i> ,'1" Q..!ltiJ!..' s f r 0 n t yard " , n, QI i vi a ' s 
~ ( • ;<'4 , QJiyi-!.' s g a r den 

5 .s (lU o 1i ~' s f r 0 n t yard 

Figure 14-11: The mlE in the synopsis is centered and the rest of the text is justified. 

The text-indent property 
The tex t i ndent property, which only applies to block-Ievel elements, specifies 
how far the tirst line of a block is indented with respect to the remaining Unes of the 
block. It is given either as an absolute length or as a percent age of the width of the 
parent element. The value can be negative to create a hanging indent. 

: Till 	 To indent ail the lines of an element, rather than just the first, use the box proper
ties discussed in Chapter 13 to set an extra left margin on the element. 

For example, the following rule indents the scenes in the synopsis by haU an inch. 
Figure 14-12 shows the synopsis after this rule has been applied. 

SCENE { text-indent: a.5in } 



1 
Duke Orsino's palace 

.'!, <:1 lU The sea-coast 
~ ( .. ~ Olivia's house 

=t;(!7!.~ 

ft 

,';/i"''' D uk e Orsino's palace. 
'; t <' III Olivia's ho us e 

2 
S,; t 'Rt! The sea-coast 
S'.tht A street 
s;; i! Olivia's housen il! 

Duke Orsino's palace.St # nI! 

SI[ If. nt Olivia's garden 
l 

S,;" "t ' s garden 

:S.t)ltI 's house 

s,; il ~ t A street 

::;,; I! nI! o li vi a' s garden 


4 

, s 
fr 0 n t yard 
house 

Figure 14-12: Each SCENE and its children in the synopsis are indented half an inch. 

The line-height property 
The line -he i 9h t property specifies the distance between the baselines of succes
sive Unes. It can be given as an absolute number, an absolute Iength, or a percent
age ofthe font size. For example, the following mie double-spaces the SYNOPSIS 
element. Figure 14-13 shows the Twelfth Night synopsis after this mIe has been 
applied. 

SYNOPSIS { line-height: 200% ) 

Double spacing isn't particularly attractive, though, so l'll remove it. Listing 14-4 
summarizes the additions made in this and the previous sections to the synopsis 
style sheet (minus the double spacing). 



1 

D uk e Orsino's palace 

}; C.t ri ~ The sea-coast 

S.: t' fi li Olivia's house 

SeIne D uk e Orsino's palace. 

s j; ~ t: ( Olivia's house 

CT 2 

:;.::~ 11..' The ses-coast 

;;~. f' li 1: A street 

$ (" nt Olivia's house 

Duke Orsino's palace. 

S~·ene Olivia's aarden 

Figure 14-13: A double-spaced synopsis 

SYNOPSIS, TITLE. ACT. SCENE { display: block }

ACT_NUMBER [ font weight: boldl 

SYNOPSIS { font size: l4pt } 

SYNOPSIS { word spacing: lem}

SYNOPSIS [ letter-spacing: O.3em 

SCENE_NUMBER { color: #FFOOOO}

TITLE ( color: redl 

ACT_NUMBER [col or: rgb(255.0.0) }

ACT_NUMBER [font-variant: small-caps} 

CHARACTER [ text decoration: underline 1 

SCENE_NUMBER { vertical align: subscriptl 

TITLE [font size adjust: ".5S"; 1 

SYNOPSIS { font-size adjust: ",46" 


font-family: Times, "Times New Roman", serif 1 
TITLE [ font: normal bold x large Helvetica. Verdana. 

Arial. sans serif 

SCENE_NUMBER { font: italic smaller Times. serif}

TITLE (text align: center) 

SYNOPSIS { text-align: justify 1 

SCENE { text indent: O.5in } 


1 



The white-space property 
The whi te- space property determines how significant white space (spaces, tabs, 
line breaks) is within an element. The allowable values are as follows: 

.normal 

• pre 

• nowrap 

The default value, no rma 1 , simply means that runs of white space are condensed to 
a single space and words are wrapped to fit on the screen or page. This is the way 
white space is normally handled in both HTML and XML. 

The pre value acts Iike the PRE (preformatted) element in HTML. AlI white space in 
the input document is considered significant and faithfully reproduced on the out
put device. It may be accompanied by a shift to a monospaced font. This would be 
useful for computer source code or concrete poetry. Usting 14-5 is a poem, The 
Altar by George Herbert, in which spacing is important. ln this poem, the !ines form 
the shape of the poem's subject. 

<?xml version-"I.O"?> 

<?xml-stylesheet type-"text/css" href-"14-6.css"?> 

<POEM> 


<T1TLE>The Altar</T1TLE>

<POET>George Herbert</POET> 


<VERSE> A broken ALTAR, Lord. thy servant rears.</VERSE>

<VERSE> Made of a heart, and cemented with tears:</VERSE> 

<VERSE> Whose parts are as thy hand did frame;</VERSE>

<VERSE> No workman's tool hath touched the same.</VERSE>

<VERSE> No workman's tool hath touched the same.</VERSE>

<VERSE> A HEART alone</VERSE>

<VERSE> 15 such a stone.</VERSE>

<VERSE> As nothing but</VERSE>

<VERSE> Thy power doth cut.</VERSE>

<VERSE> Wherefore each part</VERSE>

<VERSE> Of my hard heart</VERSE>

<VERSE> Meets in this frame.</VERSE>

<VERSE> To praise thy name:</VERSE>

<VERSE> That if 1 chance to hold my peace.</VERSE>

<VERSE> These stones to praise thee may not cease.</VERSE>

<VERSE> o let thy blessed SACRIFICE be mine.</VERSE>

<VERSE> And sanctify this ALTAR to be thine.</VERSE> 


</POEM> 




Listing 14-6 is a style sheet that uses whi te· space: pre to preserve this form. 
Figure 14-14 shows the result in Mozilla. 

Internet Explorer does not correctly implement the white-space property.
0.\>"~'Iluti-

Mozilla, Netscape, Safari, and Opera do. 

;l.istin .. 1À~~~1l'~e·~~t(fOl'Wbi"S·.;.......sen"l':';'~.
..i~. , W:.T.IiIt.~... .... ...,~~. .... "~w•
• ''','/ "~/~ '~,'v,,;/ ~,'~ _____~'~'_>;>_';</_A",,', ',A"~ _ An, >,\ 

POEM display: block 1 
TITLE display: block; font size: 16pt; font-weight: bold 1 
POET display: block; margin bottom: lOpx ) 
STANZA display: block; margin bottom: lOpx 1 
VERSE display: block; 

white-space: pre; font family: monospace 

li. broken ALTAR, Lord, t.hy servant rea.rs, 
:Made of el heart, and cemented wich tea.cs: 

ltlhose parts are as thv hand did frame; 

No W'orklrlan' s tool hath touched the 

No work:.'rnan 1 s too 1 hath touched the 


A HEART alone 
19 ::Juch stone .. 
À9 noth~ng but 
Thy power doth eut. 
T.Jherefore each part 
Ot my hard heart 
Heers 10 th19 frame, 
To pral. se thy narne: 

Thal.. If l chance to hold tfly peace .. 
These stones to praise thee may nat cesse. 

let thy blessed SACRIFICE be l'ri1ne l 
And sanctl.fy this ALTAR co be chine. 

Figure 14-14: The Altar by George Herbert with white-space: pre 

Finally, the now r a p value is a compromise that breaks lines exactly where there's 
an explicit break in the source text, but condenses other runs of space to a single 
space. This might be useful when you're trying to faithfully reproduce the line 
breaks in a classical manuscript or sorne other poetry where the line breaks are sig
nificant but the space between words isn't. 

http:sanctl.fy
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Backgrounds 
The background of an element can be set to a color or an image. If ifs set to an 
image, the image can be positioned differently relative to the content of the ele
ment. This is accomplished with the following five basic properties: 

• background color 

• background-image 

• background-repeat 

• background-attachment 

• background-position 

Finally, there's a ba ckg round shorthand property that allows you to set sorne or ail 
of these five properties in one mie. 

Caution 	 Fancy backgrounds are vastly overused. Anything other than a very light back
ground color only makes your page harder to read and annoys users. 1 list these 
properties here for the sake of completeness, but 1 recommend that you use them 
sparingly, if at ail. 

None of the background properties are inherited. Each child element must specify 
the background it wants. However, it may appear as if background properties are 
inherited because the default is for the background to be transparent. The back
ground of whatever element is drawn below an element will show through. Most of 
the time, this is the background of the parent element. 

The background-color property 
The backg round col 0 r property can be set to the same values as the co l or prop
erty. However, rather than changing the color of the element's contents, it changes 
the color of the element's background on top of which the contents are drawn. For 
example, to draw a SIGN element with yellow text on a blue background, you would 
use this rule: 

SIGN 1 color: yellow; background color: bluet 

Vou can also set the ba ckg round -co l or to the keyword t ran s pa rent (the 
default), which sim ply means that the background takes on the color or image of 
whatever the element is laying on top of, generally, the parent element. 



The background-image property 
The ba ckg round image property is either none (the default) or a URL (generally 
relative) where a bitmapped image file can be found. If ifs a URL, the browser will 
load the image and use it as the background, much like the BAC KGROUN Dattribute of 
the BODY element in HTML. For example, the following ru le attaches the file shake
speare.jpg (shown in Figure 14-15) as the background for a SYNOPSIS element. 

SYNOPSIS ( background-image: urlCshakespeare.jpg) l 

Figure 14-15: The original, untiled, 
uncropped background image for the 
synopsis 

Internet Explorer does not support fixed background images; Mozilla, Netscape, 
Safari, and Opera do. 

The image referenced by the background - image property is drawn underneath the 
specified element, not underneath the browser pane like the BAC KGROUND attribute 
of HTML's BODY element. Background images will generally not be the exact same 
size as the contents of the page. If the image is larger than the element's box, the 
image will be cropped. If the image is smaller than the element's box, it will be tiled 
vertically and horizontally. Figure 14-16 shows a background image that has tiled 
exactly far enough to cover the underlying content. 

Tiling takes place across the element whose background - image property is set, not 
across the browser window. Vou can set background images for nonroot elements 
such as the ACT or the SC EN E, if you like. 



Figure 14-16: A tiled background image 

The background-repeat property 
The bac k gr 0 und r e pe a t property adjusts how background images are tiled across 
the screen. Vou can specify that background images are not tiled or are only tiled 
horizontally or vertically. Possible values for this property are as follows: 

.. repeat 


.. repeat x 


.. repeat-y 


.. no- repeat 


For example, to show only a single picture of Shakespeare, you would set the 
background- repeat of the SYNOPSIS element to no- repeat, like this: 

SYNOPSIS {background-image: url(shakespeare.jpg); 
background-repeat: no-repeat } 

Figure 14-17 shows the result. 
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Figure 14-17: An untiled background image 

To tHe across but not down the page, set background- repeat to repeat -x, like this: 

SYNOPSIS {background-image: url(shakespeare.jpg); 
background repeat: repeat-x } 

The result is shown in Figure 14-18: 

The sea-coast 
A str eet 
Olivill's house 
Duke Orsino's palace. 
Olivia's garden 

3 
Olivia's garden 
Olivia's house 

Figure 14-18: Abackground image tiled across but not down 



To tile down but not across the page, as shown in Figure 14-19, set background 
repe at to repea t -y, Iike this: 

SYNOPSIS ( background-image: ur1(shakespeare.jpg); 
background-repeat: repeat-y } 

garden 
ho us e 

palace 

palace. 

palace. 

Figure 14-19: A background image tiled down but not across 

The background-attachment property 
ln HTML, the background image is attached to the document. When the document is 
scrolled, the background image scrolls with it. With the background attachment 
property, you can specify that the background be attached to the window or pane 
instead. Possible values are sc roll and fi xed. The default is sc roll; that is, the 
background is attached to the document rather than the window. 

However, with background attachment set to fi xed, the document scrolls but 
the background image doesn't. This might be useful in conjunction with an image 
that's big enough for a typical browser window but not big enough to be a backdrop 
for a large document when you don't want to tile the image. Vou would code that 
request like this: 

SYNOPSIS t background-image: url(shakespeare.jpg); 
background-attachment: fixed; 
background-repeat: no-repeat } 

Figure 14-20 shows the effect after a litUe scrolling. 
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Figure 14-20: A fixed background image stays in the same position 
in the window even as the document scrolls. 

The background-position property 
By default, the upper left corner of a background image is aligned with the upper 
left corner of the element ifs attached to. (See Figure 14-17 for an example.) Most 
of the time, this is exactly what you want. However, for those rare Urnes when you 
want a different appearance, the bac kg r 0 u n ct - Pos i t i on property allows you to 
move the background relative to the element. 

Vou can specify the offset by using percentages of the width and height of the 
parent element, by using absolute lengths, or by using two of the following six 
keywords: 

.. top 

.. center 

.. bottom 

.. left 

.. center 

.. right 



Percentages of parent elemenfs width and height 
Percent ages enable you to pin different parts of the background to the correspond
ing part of the element. The x coordinate is given as a percentage ranging from 0% 
(left side) to 100% (right side). The y coordinate is given as a percentage ranging 
from 0% (top) to 100% (bottom). For example, this rule places the upper right cor
ner of the image in the upper right corner of the SYNOPS 1Selement. Figure 14-21 
shows the result. 

SYNOPSIS { background image: url(shakespeare.jpgl: 

background-repeat: no-repeat; 

background position: 100% 0% ) 
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Figure 14-21: A background image aligned with the upper right 
corner of the content 

Absolute lengths 
Setting background - pos it ion to a length fixes the upper left corner of the back
ground at an absolute position in the element. The next rule places the upper left 
corner of the background image shakespeare.jpg one centimeter to the right and 
two centimeters below the upper left corner of the element. Figure 14-22 shows the 
result. 

SYNOPSIS ( background-image: urlCshakespeare.jpgl: 

background repeat: no-repeat; 

background-position: lcm 2cm ) 
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Figure 14-22: A background image positioned one centimeter to the 
right and two centimeters below the left corner of the element 

Keywords 
The top l eft and l eft top keywords are the same as 0% 0%. The toP. top 
center, and center top are the same as 50% 0%. The ri ght top and top ri ght 
keywords are the same as 100% 0%. The l eft, l eft center, and center l eft 
keywords are the same as 0% 50%. The center and center center keywords are 
the same as 50% 50%. The ri ght, ri ght center. and center ri ght keywords are 
the same as 100% 50%. The bottom l eft and l eft bottom keywords are the same 
as 0% 100%. The bot tom, bot tom center. and center bottom mean the same as 
50% 100%. The bottom ri ght and ri ght bottom keywords are the same as 100% 
100%. Figure 14-23 shows the positions for the different values. 

For example, this mIe positions the image in the top center of the synopsis, as 
shown in Figure 14-24: 

SYNOPSIS { 	background image: url (shakespeare.jpg); 

background-repeat: no repeat; 

background position: center top J 
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Figure 14-23: Relative positioning of background images 
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Figure 14-24: An untiled background image pinned to the top center 
of the SYNOPSIS element 

If the bac kg round - at tachment property has the value fi xed, the image is placed 
relative to the windowpane instead of the element. This means that as the window 
is scrolled, the picture does not change Us apparent position. It does not scroll wit 
the document. 



The background shorthand property 
The ba ckground property is shorthand for setting the bac kg round col or, back
ground-image' background repeat, background-attachment,andbackground 
pas it ion properties in a single rule. For example, to set background col or to 
wh i te, bac kg round image to shakespeare.jpg, ba ckground - repeat to no
repeat, and background attachment to fi xed in the SYNOPSI S element, you 
can use this rule: 

SYNOPSIS [ 
background: urlCshakespeare.jpg) white no-repeat fixed 

The preceding rule means exactly the same thing as this longer but more legible rule: 

SYNOPSIS ( 	 background-image: urlCshakespeare.jpg); 

background color: white; 

background-repeat: no-repeat; 

background-attachment: fixed } 


When you are using the background shorthand property, values for any or ail of 
the five properties can be given in any order. However, none can occur more than 
once. For example, the upper right corner alignment rule used for Figure 14-21 
could have been written Iike this instead: 

SYNOPSIS { background: url(shakespeare.jpg) no repeat 100% 0% 

Visibility 
The vis i b i 1 i ty property con trois whether the contents of an element are seen. 
The three possible values of this property are as follows: 

• visible 

.hidden 

.collapse 

If vis i bil i ty is set to vis i b 1 e, the contents of the box, including aIl borders, are 
shown. This is the default. If vis i b i 1 i ty is set to hi d de n, the box's contents and 
border are not drawn. However, unlike an element whose dis play property is set 
to none, invisible boxes still take up space and affect the layout of the document. 
Setting vi si bi 1 ity to hi dden is notthesame as setting di spl ay to none. 

The coll a p s e value is the same as hi d den for most elements, except for table rows 
and columns. For table rows and columns, co 11 apse hides the row or column, but 



it does not otherwise change the layout of the tabl e as hi dden would. That is, it 
acts almost exactly like ct i s play: non e. However, you can't set ct i s pla y to both 
none and tab1e roVl or tabl e-co1umn, so tor these elements, you have to use 
vi si bil ity: coll apse instead. 

For example, this ruie hides the SCENE_NUMBER eiements: 

SCENE_NUMBER (visibility: hiddenl 

Figure 14-25 shows the result. Notice that the locations of each scene are still 
pushed over to the right in pretty much the same position they were in Figure 
14-24. That 's because the space on the left is taken up by the invisible SC EN 
NUMBER elements. 

1 
Duke Orsino's palace 
Tbe sea-coast 
Olivia's bouse 
Duke Orsino's palace. 
Qlivia's bouse 

2 
Tb e sea-coast 
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Figure 14-25: Invisible scene numbers 

Content 
The content property places data from the style sheet into the output document at 
a position indicated bya : before or :after pseudo-element. The value of the con
tent property may be a string enclosed in quote marks. For example, this rule 
places an asterisk before and after each SC EN E element: 

SCENE:after content: "*"' 

SCENE:before content: "*") 




Mozilla, Internet Explorer, and Opera currently only support the cont ent property 
on block-Ievel elements. This would not work (although it should) for inline ele
ments such as SCENE_NUMBER. 

Figure 14-26 shows the result. The asterisks are just part of the display. They do not 
become part of the XML document itself, so even if you added characters or strings 
with special meaning to XML, < or &, for example, this would not make the docu
ment malformed because the document is never chaoged. 

1 
S (if' 1" i' D llke Orsino's palace * 
S ç f 1'1 e Th e sea-coast * 

Olivia's hOllse * 
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3 
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house * 

Figure 14-26: Asterisks have been added by the content property. 

Vou can add more thao a single character to the content. For example, this rule 
places a row of asterisks after each act: 

ACT:after {content: "******************"} 

Quotes 
Instead of a string literaI, the value may be the keyword open quote to insert an 
opening quote such as " or close quote to insert a dosing quote character such 
as u. By default, the straight double quote " is used to quote items. However, you 
cao change this with the quotes property. The value of this element is the quote 
pair to be used. For example, this rule says that if a LOCATI ON is quoted, the left 
quote should be " and the right quote should be ": 

LOCATION {quotes: "" ••• 0' 



The quotes can be anything you want. For example, you could use the French 
guillemets Iike this: 

LOCATION [quotes: .«" .»., 
You could do e-mail-style quoting by setting the left quote to > and the right quote 
to nothing at ail, Iike this: 

LOCATION [quotes: .> ••• } 

There's not even any requirement that you actually use any sort of quote marks. 
For example, this mie uses these properties to put a right parenthesis after each 
SCEN E_NUMBE Relement: 

SCENE_NUMBER {quotes: •• ")"} 

SCENE_NUMBER:before {content: open-quotel 

SCENE_NUMBER:after {content: close quote} 


If quotes are Iikely to nest, you can specify multiple quote combinations. For exam
pie, this says that a quote inside a quote would be quoted with single quotation 
marks: 

LOCATION {quotes: .""............. } 


You have to match each open quote with a close quote, but if for sorne reason you 
don't want to show one or the other. you can use no open quote instead of open
quote and no close quote where you wou Id normally use cl ose-quote. The no
open quote and no - c l ose- quote keywords do not insert any characters; they just 
Increment or decrement the level of nesting as if quotes had been used. 

Attributes 
Normally, the only content the reader sees is character data that came from ele
ment content in the XML document. However, you can use the at t r C ) function as 
the value of the content property to insert an attribute value into the dlsplayed 
document. For example. this mie inserts the content of the POEM element's TYPE 
attribute: 

POEM:before {content: ·A .. + attrCtype)} 

URls 
One of the most interesting values of the content property is a URI. The URI is 
given in the same syntax used for the ba ckground - image property, and it means 
much the same thing: Load the document at the specified URI, and dis play it in the 
specified location. The browser is allowed to load and embed any kind of document 
it understands. For example, this mIe says that the picture found at the URI 



http://www.example.com/sha kespea re. j pg should be inserted before the 
TI T L E element: 

TITLE: before { 

content: uri(http://www.example.com/shakespeare.jpg) 


This can be used for any kind of content that the browser understands: images, text 
files, PDFs, other XML documents, sound recordings, and more. For example, this 
rule suggests that a sound file should be played before the TI T L E element: 

TITLE: before 1 

content: uriChttp://www.example.com/12th_night.mp3) 


AIl of this is subject to the abilities of the browser. For example, if one can't play an 
MP3 file, it will ignore this rule. 

Counters 
The final thing you can offer as the value of the content property is a counter. This 
is a running total of some type of element from the input document. This enables 
you to make simple numbered lists, to create outlines that are properly indented 
with different numbering systems for each level of the outline, to assign numbers to 
each part, chapter, and section, and more. Numbers can be recalculated on the fly 
whenever a document changes, rather than having to be painstakingly inserted 
byhand. 

The counter i nc rement property creates and adds to the value of a named 
counter. The counter C ) function inserts the current value of a specified counter 
into the output There's also a counter reset property that retums a counterto 
its starting point. For example, suppose your XML document did not contain buUt
in scene numbers or act numbers; that is, suppose it looked Iike Listing 14-7: 

<?xml version-"I.O"?> 
<?xml-stylesheet type-"text/css" href-"counters.css"?> 
<SYNOPSIS> 

<TITLE>Twelfth Night</TITLE> 

<ACT> 
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino</CHARACTER>'s palace 
</LOCATION> 

Continued 

http://www.example.com/sha


</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION>The sea-coast</LOCATION>

</SCENE> 

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 
</LOCATION>


</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino</CHARACTER>'s palace.
</LOCATION>


</SCENE> 

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
</ACT> 

<ACT> 
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION>The sea-coast</LOCATION> 

</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION>A street</LOCATION>

</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 
</LOCATION>


</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Ouke Orsino</CHARACTER>'s palace.
</LOCATION>


</SCENE>

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden
</LOCATION> 

</SCENE>
</ACT> 

<ACT> 
<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden

</ LOCATION> 


</SCENE>
<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 

</LOCATION>


</SCENE> 



<SCENE> 
<LOCATION>A street</LOCATION>


</SCENE> 

<SCENE> 


<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden

</LOCATION>


</SCENE>

</ACT> 


<ACT> 
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s front yard
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s house 
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Olivia</CHARACTER>'s garden
</LOCATION>

</SCENE>

</ACT> 


<ACT> 
<SCENE> 

<LOCATION><CHARACTER>Oliv;a</CHARACTER>'s front yard
</ LOCA TI ON> 

</SCENE>

</ ACT> 


</SYNOPSIS> 

Vou can still insert scene numbers using counters. First, add a rule that increments 
a counter named "scene" by 1 with each SCENE element: 

SCENE {counter: scene} 

Next, add a rule that inserts the current value of the scene counter as weil as the 
word "Scene" and a colon before each SCENE element: 

SCENE:before (content: ·Scene " counter(scene) ": H} 

Finally, reset the scene counter to zero at the beginning of each act so that scenes 
start over from 1 in each act rather than counting continuously throughout the play: 

ACT {counter reset:scene ü} 



Ifs not any harder to add an act counter. In fact, ifs a little easler, because you 
don't have to reset it. These two rules suffice: 

ACT !counter-increment: act}

ACT:before (content: "Act" counter(act) ": "} 


ln my tests, only Opera correctly applied this style sheet and rendered the docu
ment with numbered acts and scenes. Various versions of Internet Explorer, 
Mozilla, and Safari ail failed. Regrettably, counters are not very reliable at the pre
sent time. 

Vou can increment by a number other than 1 by adding a second value to the 
counter i ncrement property. For example, this rule Increments the act counter 
by 2 with each act: 

ACT {counter increment: act 2} 

By default, counters are decimal numbers. However, you can provide an optional 

second argument to the cou nter ( ) function that changes the numbering style. The 

possible values are the same as for the li st styl e -type property discussed ln 

Chapter 13; that Is, dis c, circ le, sq ua re. dec i ma l, l owe r roma n, uppe r - roman, 

hebrew, and so on. 


If you'd like to use generated content as the list bullet instead of the standard bul

let, set the di sp l ay property ofthe : before or : after pseudo-element to marker. 

This must occur Inside an element whose dis pla y property is set to 1i st - it em. 

For example, Listing 14-8 uses generated content as a marker for both ACT and 

SC E N E lists. 


SYNOPSIS, TITLE 1 display: block } 

TITLE 1 font family: Helvetica, Verdana, sans serif; 


font size: x-large; text align: center} 

SYNOPSIS { font-family: Times, "Times New Roman", serif; 


font size: 14pt; text align: justify }

ACT, SCENE, TITLE, SYNOPSIS 1 margin: lex ) 

SCENE Idisplay: list-item; counter increment: scene)

ACT Idisplay: list-item; counter increment: actl 

SCENE:before Idisplay: marker; 


content: "Scene " counter(scene) ": ")
ACT (counter-reset: scene D) 

ACT:before (content: "Act" counter(act) ": HI 




Summary 
This chapter discussed CSS's text and character-oriented properties. In this chap
ter, you learned the following: 

.. The font f ami l y property specifies the face in which the text is drawn. Its 
value is a comma-separated list of family names, such as Hel v e tic a and 
"Ti mes New Roman», and generic names, such as sans - serif, seri f, 
cursive, monospace, and fantasy . 

.. The font si ze property specifies how big text is as either an absolute length 
such as 12pt, an absolute keyword such as sma 11, a relative keyword such as 
sma 11 e r, or a percent age of the parent element's font size such as 80%. 

.. The font stretch property determines how loose or tight a font is; that 
is, how close the leUers are together. Possible values include no rma l (the 
default), wi der, narrower, ul tra-condensed, extra condensed, 
condensed, semi-condensed, semi-expanded, expanded,extra-expanded, 
and ul tra expanded . 

.. The font-styl e property can be set ta norma l (the default), ital i c, or 
oblique. 

.. The font-vari ant propertycan beset ta normal (thedefault) or small caps . 

.. The font -wei ght property determines how bold a font is. Possible values 
includethe keywords normal, bol d, bol der, and li ghter as weIl as the 
nurneric levels from 100 (the lightest) ta 900 (the darkest). 

.. The col 0 r property can be set ta a narned color such as f u c h s i a, a hexadeci
rnal triple such as t/FFOOFF, or a decimal triple such as rgb (255. 0, 255) ta 
indicate the color of the foreground abject. 

.. The word spaci ng property gives a length ta be used as extra space between 
each pair of words . 

.. The let ter - spa c i n 9 property gives a length ta be used as extra space 
between each pair of characters . 

.. The text - decorat ion property can be set ta none (the default), under li ne, 
overl ine, l ine-through, and/or bl ink. 

.. The vert i cal - a l i 9 n property determines where an abject is placed between 
the top and bottom of its containing box. It can be set ta an absolute length, a 
percentage of the vertical height of the box, or one of the keywords bas e line, 
sub, super, top, text top,middle, bottom,ortext-bottom. 

.. The text -t ran sform property can be setto none (the default), capita li ze, 
uppercase, or lowercase. 



.. The text al i gn propertycan be setto 1eft, ri ght, center, or justify. 

.. The text i ndent property specifies how far to indent the first Hne of a para
graph using either an absolute length or a percentage of the width of the 
paragraph . 

.. The text - s h a d ow property places a shadow of a specified color, length, 

width, and blur radius on one corner of an element . 


.. The 1 i ne - he i 9h t property determines the vertical extension of a Hne box. It 
can be set to an absolute length or a percentage of the font size . 

.. The wh i te - s pa ce property determines how white space is handled in si de the 
element. Allowed values include norma 1 (the default), pre, and nowrap . 

.. The b a ck gr 0 und col 0 r property sets the color of an element's background 
using the same values the col 0 r property uses for the foreground color . 

.. The background of an element can be set to an image using the background 
image, background-repeat, background attachment, and background 
pos i t ion properties . 

.. The vis i b i 1i ty property controls whether the contents of an element are 
seen. It has three possible values: vis i b1e, hi dden, and coll a pse . 

.. The content property places data from the style sheet into the output docu
ment at a position indicated by a: before or : after pseudo-element. The 
value of the content property can be a literal string, an attribute value loaded 
with the at t r ( ) function, an opening or closing quote mark defined by the 
quo tes property, the value of a counter, or the document at a URI. 

Although CSS is quite powerful when fully implemented, there are still some Hmits 
to what you can achieve with it. First, CSS can only attach styles to content that 
already appears in the document. It can only add very limited content to the docu
ment, and it cannot transform the content in any way, such as by sorting or reorder
Ing it. These needs are addressed by XSL, the Extensible Stylesheet Language. 
However, a more severe limitation is that you're limited to those parts of CSS that 
are reliably implemented across multiple browsers, a depressingly small subset of 
standard CSS. XSL, by contrast, can be implemented on the server side, so you're 
not restricted to only those parts that browsers actually implement. Chapter 15 
explores XSL transformations and shows you how much farther they can take you . 

.. .. .. 


